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CONSTRAINT LOGIC PROGRAMMING: A SURVEY 
JOXAN JAFFAR AND MICHAEL J. MAHER 
D Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) is a merger of two declarative paradigms: 
constraint solving and logic programming. Although a relatively new field, CLP 
has progressed in several quite different directions. In particular, the early funda- 
mental concepts have been adapted to better serve in different areas of applications. 
In this survey of CLP, a primary goal is to give a systematic description of the major 
trends in terms of common fundamental concepts. The three main parts cover the 
theory, implementation issues, and programming for applications. a 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) began as a natural merger of two declarative para- 
digms: constraint solving and logic programming. This combination helps make CLP 
programs both expressive and flexible, and in some cases, more efficient than other kinds of 
programs. Although a relatively new field, CLP has progressed in several and quite different 
directions. In particular, the early fundamental concepts have been adapted to better serve in 
different areas of applications. In this survey of CLP, a primary goal is to give a systematic 
description of the major trends in terms of common fundamental concepts. 
Consider first an example program in order to identify some crucial CLP concepts. The 
program below defines the relation sumto(n, 1 + 2 + . . . + n) for natural numbers n. 
sumto(0, 0). 
sumto(N, S) :- N >= 1, N <= S, sumto(N - 1, S - N). 
Thequery S <= 3, sumto(N, S) gives rise to three answers (N = 0, S = 0), (N = 
1, S = l), and (N = 2, S = 3), and terminates. The computation sequence of states for 
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the third answer, for example, is 
S 5 3, sumto(N, S). 
S _( 3, N = Nt, S = St, Nt > 1, N1 5 St, 
sumto(N1 - 1, St - Nr). 
S 5 3, N = Nt, S = St, Nt 2 1, N1 5 sl, 
Nt - 1 = N2, Sl - NI = S2, N2 >_ 1, N2 5 s2, 
sumto(N2 - 1, S2 - N2). 
S(3,N=Nt,S=St,Nt 2 1,Nt _<S1, 
NI - 1 = N2, St - Nt = S2, N2 > 1, N2 5 S2, 
N2 - 1 = 0, S2 - N2 = 0. 
The constraints in the final state imply the answer N = 2, S = 3. Termination is reasoned 
as follows. Any infinite computation must use only the second program rule for state 
transitions. This means that its first three states must be as shown above, and its fourth state 
must be 
S 5 3, N = Nl, S = S1, N1 > 1, N1 5 Sl, 
Nt - 1 = N2, S1 - N1 = S2, N2 > 1, N2 5 S2, 
N2 - 1 = W, S2 - N2 = S3, N3 L 1, N3 5 S3, 
sumto(...) 
We note now that this contains an unsatisfiable set of constraints, and in CLP, no further 
reductions are allowed. 
This example shows the following key features in CLP: 
l Constraints are used to specify the query as well as the answers. 
l During execution, new variables and constraints are created. 
l The collection of constraints in every state is tested as a whole for satisfiability 
before execution proceeds further. 
In summary, constraints are: used for input/output, dynamically generated, and globally 
tested in order to control execution. 
1. I. Constraint Languages 
Considerable work on constraint programming languages preceded logic programming and 
constraint logic programming. We now briefly survey some important works, with a view 
toward the following features. Are constraints used for input/output? Can new variables 
and/or constraints be dynamically generated? Are constraints used for control? What is the 
constraint solving algorithm, and to what extent is it complete? What follows is adapted 
from the survey in [ 1881. 
SKETCHPAD 12461 was perhaps the earliest work that one could classify as a constraint 
language. It was, in fact, an interactive drawing system, allowing the user to build geometric 
objects from language primitives and certain constraints. The constraints are static, and 
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were solved by local propagation and relaxation techniques. (See chapter 2 in [165] for an 
introduction to these and related techniques.) Subsequent related work was THINGLAB 
[32], whose language took an object-oriented flavor. While local propagation and relaxation 
were also used to deal with the essentially static constraints, the system considered constraint 
solving in two different phases. When a graphical object is manipulated, a plan is generated 
for quickly re-solving the appropriate constraints for the changed part of the object. This 
plan was then repeatedly executed while the manipulation continued. Works following the 
THINGLAB tradition included the Filters Project 18 l] and Animus [80]. Another graphical 
system, this one focusing on geometrical layout, was JUNO [196]. The constraints were 
constructed, as in THINGLAB, by text or graphical primitives, and the geometric object 
could be manipulated. A difference from the above-mentioned works is that constraint 
solving was performed numerically using a Newton-Raphson solver. 
Another collection of early works arose from MIT, motivated by applications in electrical 
circuit analysis and synthesis, and gave rise to languages for general problem solving. In the 
CONSTRAINTS language [240], variables and constraints are static, and constraint solving 
was limited to using local propagation. An extension of this work [241] provided a more 
sophisticated environment for constraint programming, including explanation facilities. 
Some other related systems, EL/ARS [238] and SYN [142], used the constraint solver 
MACSYMA [ 1861 to avoid the restrictions of local propagation. It was noted at this period 
[241] that there was a conceptual correspondence between the constraint techniques and 
logic programming. 
The REF-ARF system [89] was also designed for problem solving. One component, 
REF, was essentially a procedural anguage, but with nondeterminism because of constraints 
used in conditional statements. The constraints are static. They are, in fact, linear integer 
constraints, and all variables are bounded above and below. The constraint solver ARF used 
backtracking. 
The Bertrand system [ 1651 was designed as a meta-language for the building of constraint 
solvers. It is itself a constraint language, based on term rewriting. Constraints are dynamic 
here, and are used in control. All constructs of the language are based on augmented 
rewrite rules, and the programmer adds rules for the specific constraint solving algorithm 
to be implemented. 
Post-CLP, there have been a number of works which are able to deal with dynamic 
constraints. The language 2LP [170] is described to be a CLP language with a C-like 
syntax for representing and solving combinatorial problems. Obtaining parallel execution 
is one of the main objectives of this work. The commercial language CHARME, also 
based on a procedural framework, arose from the work on CHIP (by essentially omitting 
the logic programming part of CHIP). ILOG-SOLVER, which is also commercial, is a 
library of constraint algorithms designed to work with C++ programs. Using a procedural 
language as a basis, [92] introduced Constraint Imperative Programming which has explicit 
constraints in the usual way, and also a new kind of constraints obtained by considering 
variable assignments such as x = x + 1 as time-stamped. Such assignments are treatable 
as constraints of the form xi = xi+1 + 1. Finally, we mention Constraint Functional 
Programming [701 whose goal is the amalgamation of the ideas of functional programming 
found in the HOPE language with constraints. 
There is work on languages and systems which are not generally regarded as constraint 
languages, but are nevertheless related to CLP languages. The development of symbolic 
algebra systems such as MACSYMA [ 1861 concentrated on the solving of difficult algebraic 
problems. The programming language aspects are less developed. Languages for linear 
programming [ 1521 provide little more than a primitive documentation facility for the array 
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of coefficients which is input into a linear programming module. 
In parallel with the development of these constraint languages, much work was done 
on the modeling of combinatorial problems as Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSPs) 
and the development of techniques for solving such problems. The work was generally 
independent of any host language. (A possible exception is ALICE [ 1641, which provided 
a wide variety of primitives to implement different search techniques.) One important 
development was the definition and study of several notions of consistency. This work had 
a significant influence on the later development of the CLP language CHIP We refer the 
reader to [253] for an introduction to the basic techniques and results concerning CSPs. 
Finally, we mention the survey [41] which deals not just with constraint programming 
languages, but with constraint-based programming techniques. 
1.2. Logic Programming 
Next, we consider conventional logic programming (LP), and argue by example that the 
power of CLP cannot be obtained by making simple changes to LP systems. The question at 
hand is whether predicates in a logic program can be meaningfully regarded as constraints. 
That is, is a predicate with the same declarative semantics as a constraint a sufficient 
implementation of the constraint as per CLP? Consider, for example, the logic program 
add(O, N, N). 
add(s(N), M, s(K)) :- add(N, M, K). 
where natural numbers n are represented by s(s(. . . (0) ' . .)) with n occurrences of s. 
Clearly, the meaning of the predicate add(n, m, k) coincides with the relation n + m = k. 
However,thequeryadd(N, M, K), add(N, M, s (K) ) , which is clearly unsatisfi- 
able, runs forever in a conventional LP system. The important point here is that a global test 
for the satisfiability of the two add constraints is not done by the underlying LP machinery. 
In this example, the problem is that the add predicate is not invoked with a representation 
of the add constraints collected so far, and neither does it return such a representation (after 
having dealt with one more constraint). More concretely, the second subgoal of the query 
above is not given a representation of the fact that N + A4 = K. 
A partial solution to this problem is the use of a delay mechanism. Roughly, the idea 
is that invocation of the predicate is delayed until its arguments are sufficiently instanti- 
ated. For example, if invocation of add is systematically delayed until its first argument 
is instantiated, then add behaves as in CLP when the first argument is ground. Thus, 
thequeryN = s(s(... s(O)...)), add(N, M, K), add(N, M, s(K)) fails 
as desired. However, the original query add (N, M, K) , add (N, M, s (K) ) will be 
delayed forever. 
A total solution could, in principle, be obtained by simply adding two extra arguments 
to the predicate. One would be used for the input representation, and one for the output. 
This would mean that each time a constraint is dealt with, a representation of the entire set 
of constraints accumulated must be manipulated and a new representation constructed. But 
this is tantamount o a meta-level implementation of CLP in LP Furthermore, this approach 
raises new challenges to efficient implementation. 
Since LP is an instance of CLP, in which constraints are equations over terms, its solver 
also requires a representation of accumulated constraints. It happens, however, that there is 
no need for an explicit representation, such as the extra arguments discussed above. This is 
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because the accumulated constraints can be represented by a most general unifier, and this, 
of course, is globally available via a simple binding mechanism. 
I .3. CLP Languages 
Viewing the subject rather broadly, constraint logic programming can be said to involve the 
incorporation of constraints and constraint “solving” methods in a logic-based language. 
This characterization suggests the possibility of many interesting languages, based on dif- 
ferent constraints and different logics. However, to this point, work on CLP has almost 
exclusively been devoted to languages based on Horn clauses.‘We now briefly describe 
these languages, concentrating on those that have received substantial development effort. 
Prolog can be said to be a CLP language where the constraints are equations over the 
algebra of terms (also called the algebra of finite trees, or the Herbrand domain). The equa- 
tions are implicit in the use of unification.2Almost every language we discuss incorporates 
Prolog-like terms in addition to other terms and constraints, so we will not discuss this 
aspect further. Prolog II [59] employs equations and disequations (#) over rational trees 
(an extension of the finite trees of Prolog to cyclic structures). It was the first logic language 
explicitly described as using constraints [61]. 
CLP(R) [133] has linear arithmetic constraints and computes over the real numbers. 
Nonlinear constraints are ignored (delayed) until they become effectively linear. CHIP [76] 
and Prolog III [64] compute over several domains. Both compute over Boolean domains: 
Prolog III over the well-known 2-valued Boolean algebra, and CHIP over a larger Boolean 
algebra that contains symbolic values. Both CHIP and Prolog III perform linear arithmetic 
over the rational numbers. Separately (domains cannot be mixed), CHIP also performs 
linear arithmetic over bounded subsets of the integers (known as “finite domains”). Prolog 
III also computes over a domain of strings. There are now several languages which compute 
over finite domains in the manner of CHIP, including clp ( FD) [75], Echidna [ 1031, and 
Flang [ 1811. cc(3D) [ 1161 is essentially a second-generation CHIP system. 
LOGIN [7] and LIFE [9] compute over an order-sorted domain of feature trees. This 
domain provides a limited notion of object (in the object-oriented sense). The languages 
support a term syntax which is not first-order, although every term can be interpreted 
through first-order constraints. Unlike other CLP languages/domains, Prolog-like trees are 
essentially part of this domain, instead of being built on top of the domain. CIL [192] 
computes over a domain similar to feature trees. 
BNR-Prolog [ 1981 computes over three domains: the 2-valued Boolean algebra, finite 
domains, and arithmetic over the real numbers. In contrast to other CLP languages over 
arithmetic domains, it computes solutions numerically, instead of symbolically. Trilogy 
[256,257] computes over strings, integers, and real numbers. Although its syntax is closer 
to that of C, 2LP [ 1701 can be considered to be a CLP language permitting only a subset of 
Horn clauses. It computes with linear constraints over integers and real numbers. 
CAL [4] computes over two domains: the real numbers, where constraints are equa- 
tions between polynomials, and a Boolean algebra with symbolic values, where equality 
between Boolean formulas expresses equivalence in the algebra. Instead of delaying non- 
linear constraints, CAL makes partial use of these constraints during computation. In the 
I We note, however, some work combining constraints and resolution i first-order automated theorem- 
proving 1242,441. 
‘The language Absys [82], which was very similar to Prolog, used equations explicitly, making it more 
obviously a CLP language. 
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experimental system RISC-CLP(Real) [ 1201, nonlinear constraints are fully involved in the 
computation. 
LA [ 1891 and Elf [200] are derived from h-Prolog [ 1901 and compute over the values 
of closed typed lambda expressions. These languages are not based on Horn clauses (they 
include a universal quantifier) and were not originally described as CLP languages. How- 
ever, it is argued in [ 1871 that their operational behavior is best understood as the behavior 
of a CLP language. An earlier language, Le Fun [8], also computed over this domain, and 
can be viewed as a CLP language with a weak constraint solver. 
1.4. Synopsis 
The remainder of this paper is organized into three main parts. In Part I, we provide a 
formal framework for CLP. Particular attention will be paid to operational semantics and 
operational models. As we have seen in examples, it is the operational interpretation of 
constraints, rather than the declarative interpretation, which distinguishes CLP from LP. In 
Part II algorithm and data structure considerations are discussed. A crucial property of any 
CLP implementation is that its constraint handling algorithms are incremental. In this light, 
we review several important solvers and their algorithms for the satisfiability, entailment, 
and delaying of constraints. We will also discuss the requirements of an inference engine 
for CLP In Part III, we consider CLP applications. In particular, we discuss two rather 
different programming paradigms, one suited for the modeling of complex problems, and 
one for the solution of combinatorial problems. 
In this survey, we concentrate on the issues raised by the introduction of constraints to 
LP. Consequently, we will ignore, or pass over quickly, those issues inherent in LP We 
assume the reader is somewhat familiar with LP and basic first-order logic. Appropriate 
background can be obtained from [ 1681 for LP and [223] for logic. For introductory papers 
on constraint logic programming and CLP languages, we refer the reader to [63,65,156,94]. 
For further reading on CLP, we suggest other surveys [58, 109, 1101, some collections of 
papers [20, 143, 1111, and some books [ 107,214]. More generally, papers on CLP appear 
in various journals and conference proceedings devoted to computational ogic, constraint 
processing, or symbolic computation. 
1.5. Notation and Terminology 
This paper will (hopefully) keep to the following conventions. Upper case letters generally 
denote collections of objects, while lower case letters generally denote individual objects. 
u, u, w, x, y, z will denote variables, s, t will denote terms, p, 4 will denote predicate 
symbols, f, g will denote function symbols, a will denote a constant, Q, b, h will denote 
atoms, A will denote a collection of atoms, 8, @ will denote substitutions, c will denote 
a constraint, C, S will denote collections of constraints, r will denote a rule, P, Q will 
denote programs, G will denote a goal, 2) will denote a structure, D will denote its set of 
elements, and d will denote an element of D. These symbols may be subscripted or have 
an over-tilde. P denotes a sequence of distinct variables xl, x2, . . . , x,, for an appropriate n. 
S denotes a sequence of (not necessarily distinct) terms st , ~2, , . . , s, for an appropriate II. 
S = i abbreviates st = tt A s2 = r2 A . . ’ A s,, = t,,. 3-f $ denotes the existential closure 
of the formula 4 except for the variables f, which remain unquantified. 2 d, denotes the full 
existential closure of the formula Cp. 
A signature defines a set of function and predicate symbols and associates an arity with 
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each symbo131f C is a signature, a C-structure ID consists of a set D and an assignment of 
functions and relations on D to the symbols of C which respects the arities of the symbols. 
A first-order C-formula is built from variables, function and predicate symbols of C, the 
logical connectives A, V , 1, t, +, tj, and quantifiers over variables 3, V in the usual way 
[223]. A formula is closed if all variable occurrences in the formula are within the scope of 
a quantifier over the variable. A C-theory is a collection of closed C-formulas. A model 
of a C-theory T is a C-structure D such that all formulas of T evaluate to true under the 
interpretation provided by D. A D-model of a theory T is a model of T extending 2) (this 
requires that the signature of D be contained in the signature of T). We write T, 23 b 4 to 
denote that the formula $J is valid in all D-models of T. 
In this paper, the set of function and predicate symbols defined in the constraint domain 
is denoted by C and the set of predicate symbols definable by a program is denoted by l-l. 
A primitive constraint has the form p(tl , . . , t,,), where tl , . . . , t,, are terms and p E C is a 
predicate symbol. Every constraint is a (first-order) formula built from primitive constraints. 
The class of constraints will vary, but we will generally consider only a subset of formulas to 
be constraints. An atom has the form p(tl, . . . , t,), where tl, . . . , tn are terms and p E l-I. 
A CLPprogram is a collection of rules of the form a +- bl , . . . (6, where a is an atom and 
the hi’s are atoms or constraints. a is called the head of the rule and bl , . . . , b, is called 
the body. Sometimes we represent the rule by a + c, B, where c is the conjunction of 
constraints in the body and B is the collection of atoms in the body, and sometimes we 
represent he rule by a t B, where B is the collection of atoms and constraints in the body. 
In one subsection, we will also consider programs with negated atoms in the body. A goal 
(or query) G is a conjunction of constraints and atoms. A fact is a rule a t c where c is a 
constraint. Finally, we will identify conjunction and multiset union. 
To simplify the exposition, we assume that the rules are in a standard form, where all 
arguments in atoms are variables and each variable occurs in at most one atom. This 
involves no loss of generality since a rule such as p(tl, t2) t C, q (~1, ~2) can be replaced 
by the equivalent rule p(xl, x2) t XI = tl, x2 = t2, y1 = SI, y2 = ~2, C, q(y1, ~2). We 
also assume that all rules defining the same predicate have the same head and that no two 
rules have any other variables in common (this is simply a matter of renaming variables). 
However, in examples we relax these restrictions. 
Programs will be presented in teletype font, and will generally follow the Edinburgh 
syntax. In particular, program variables begin with an upper case letter, [HeadlTaiZ] 
denotes a list with head Head and tail Tail, and [ ] denotes an empty list. In one variation 
from this standard we allow subscripts on program variables, to improve readability. 
Part I 
The Semantics of CLP Languages 
Many languages based on definite clauses have quite similar semantics. The crucial insight 
of the CLP Scheme [129, 1281 and the earlier scheme of [130, 1311 was that a logic- 
based programming language, its operational semantics, its declarative semantics, and the 
relationships between these semantics could all be parameterized by a choice of domain of 
31n a many-sorted language, this would include associating a sort with each argument and the result of 
each symbol. However, we will not discuss such details in this survey. 
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computation and constraints. The resulting scheme defines the class of languages CLP(X) 
obtained by instantiating the parameter X. 
We take the view that the parameter X stands for a 4-tuple (C, D, L, 7). Here, X is a 
signature, V is a C-structure, _C is a class of C-formulas, and ‘T is a first-order C-theory. 
Intuitively, C determines the predefined predicate and function symbols and their arities, 
YD is the structure over which computation is to be performed, C is the class of constraints 
which can be expressed, and I is an axiomatization of (some) properties of D. In the 
following section, we define some important relationships between the elements of the 
4-tuple, and give some examples of constraint domains, 
We then give declarative and operational semantics for CLP programs, parameterized 
by X. The declarative semantics are quite similar to the corresponding semantics of logic 
programs, and we cover them quickly. There are many variations of the resolution-based 
operational semantics, and we present the main ones. We also present the main soundness 
and completeness results that relate the two styles of semantics. Finally, we discuss some 
linguistic features that have been proposed as extensions to the basic CLP language. 
2. CONSTRAINT DOMAINS 
For any signature X, let V be a C-structure (the domain of computation) and C be a class 
of X-formulas (the constraints). We call the pair (D, C) a constraint domain. In a slight 
abuse of notation, we will sometimes denote the constraint domain by D. We will make 
several assumptions, none of which is strictly necessary, to simplify the exposition. We 
assume 
l The terms and constraints in C come from a first-order language.4 
. The binary predicate symbol = is contained in C and is interpreted as identity in V.5 
l There are constraints in L: which are, respectively, identically true and identically 
false in V. 
. The class of constraints 13 is closed under variable renaming, conjunction and exis- 
tential quantification. 
We will denote the smallest set of constraints which satisfies these assumptions and contains 
all primitive constraints-the constraints generated by the primitive constraints-by 13~. 
In general, LZ may be strictly larger than LX since, for example, universal quantifiers or 
disjunction are permitted in C; it also may be smaller, as in Example 2.7 below. However, 
we will usually take JZ = Cx. On occasion, we will consider an extension of C and 13, to 
C* and 13*, respectively, so that there is a constant in C* for every element of D. 
We now present some example constraint domains. In practice, these are not always 
fully implemented, but we leave discussion of that until later. Most general-purpose CLP 
languages incorporate some arithmetic domain, including BNR-Prolog [198], CAL [4], 
4Without this assumption, some of the results we cite are not applicable since there can be no appropriate 
first-order theory 1. The remaining assumptions can be omitted, at the expense of a messier reformulation 
of definitions and results. 
5This assumption is unnecessary when terms have a most general unifier in V, as occurs in Prolog. 
Otherwise, = is needed to express parameter passing. 
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CHIP [76], CLP(R) [133], Prolog III [64], and RISC-CLP(Real) [ 1201. 
Example 2.1. Let C contain the constants 0 and 1, the binary function symbols + and *, and 
the binary predicate symbols =, < and 5. Let D be the set of real numbers and let V interpret 
the symbols of C as usual (i.e., + is interpreted as addition, etc). Let C be the constraints 
generated by the primitive constraints. Then 8 = (D, Lc) is the constraint domain of 
arithmetic over the real numbers. If we omit from C the symbol *, then the corresponding 
constraint domain %Lin = (D’, L’) is the constraint domain of linear arithmetic over the 
real numbers. If the domain is further restricted to the rational numbers, then we have a 
further constraint domain QL~~. In constraints in !lt~i~ and QL~~, we will write terms such 
as 3 and 5x as abbreviations for 1 + 1 + 1 and x + x + x + x + x, respectively.6Thus, 
3y 5x + y 5 3 A z 5 y - 1 is a constraint in 8, n?~i~, and QL~~, whereas x * x 5 y 
is a constraint only in !ll. If we extend L’ to allow negated equations7(we will use the 
symbol f), then the resulting constraint domains B$,, and Qzi, permit constraints such 
as 2x + y 5 0 A x # y. Finally, if we restrict C to (0, 1, +, =), we obtain the constraint 
domain %LinEqn, where the only constraints are linear equations. 
n?Lin and QLin (and %fi,, and QZ,) are essentially the same constraint domain: they 
have the same language of constraints and the two structures are elementarily equivalent 
[223]. In particular, a constraint solver for one is also a constraint solver for the other. 
Prolog and standard logic programming can be viewed as constraint logic programming 
over the constraint domain of finite trees. 
Example 2.2. Let C contain a collection of constant and function symbols and the binary 
predicate symbol =. Let D be the set of finite trees, where each node of each tree is labeled 
by a constant or function symbol, the number of children of each node is the arity of the 
label of the node, and the children are ordered. Let D interpret the function symbols of X as 
tree constructors, where each f E C of arity n maps n trees to a tree whose root is labeled 
by f and whose subtrees are the arguments of the mapping. The primitive constraints 
are equations between terms, and let C be the constraints generated by these primitive 
constraints. Then 37 = (D, L) is the Herbrand constraint domain, as used in Prolog. 
Typical constraints are x = g(y) and 3z x = f(z, z) A y = g(z). (It is unnecessary to 
write a quantifier in Prolog programs because all variables that appear only in constraints 
are implicitly existentially quantified.) 
It was pointed out in [60] that complete (i.e., always terminating) unification which omits 
the occurs check solves equations over the rational trees. 
Example 2.3. We take C and L as in Example 2.2. D is the set of rational trees (see [69] 
for a definition) and the function symbols are interpreted as tree constructors, as before. 
Then RI = (D, C) is the constraint domain of rational trees. 
60ther syntactic sugar, such as the unary and binary minus symbol -, are allowed. Rational number 
coefficients can be used: all terms in the sugared constraint need only be multiplied by an appropriate number 
to reduce the coefficients to integers. 
7Sometimes called disequations. 
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If we take the set of infinite trees, instead of rational trees then we obtain a constraint 
domain that is essentially the same as RI, in the same way that ~~~~ and QL~~ are essentially 
the same: they have the same language of constraints and the two structures are elementarily 
equivalent [ 1741. 
The next domain contains objects similar to the previous domains, but has a different 
signature and constraint language [ 12],*which results in slightly different expressive power. 
It can be viewed as the restriction of domains over which LOGIN [7] and LIFE [9] compute 
when all sorts are disjoint. The close relationship between the constraints and q-terms [5] 
is emphasized by a syntactic sugaring of the constraints. 
Example 2.4. Let C = {=} U S U F where S is a set of unary predicate symbols (sorts) 
and F is a set of binary predicate symbols (features). Let D be the set of (finite or infinite) 
trees, where each node of each tree is labeled by a sort, each edge of each tree is labeled 
by a feature, and no node has two outbound edges with the same label. Such trees are 
called feature trees. Let 2, interpret each sort s as the set of feature trees whose root 
is labeled by s, and interpret each feature f as the set of pairs (tl, t2) of feature trees 
such that t2 is the subtree of tl that is reached by the edge labeled by f. (If tl has no 
edge labeled by f then there is no pair (tl, t2) in the set.) Thus, features are essentially 
partial functions. The domain of feature trees is F&Al = (D, C). A typical constraint 
is wine(n) A 3y region(x, y) A ruthergZen(y) A 3y color(x, y) A red(y), but there 
is also a sugared syntax which would represent this constraint as x : wine[region =+ 
rutherglen, color =+ red]. 
The next constraint domain takes strings as the basic objects. It is used in Prolog III 
[641. 
Example 2.5. Let C contain the binary predicate symbol =, the binary function symbol ., a 
constant h, and a number of other constants. D is the set of finite strings of the constants. The 
symbol . is interpreted in D as string concatenation and ), is interpreted as the empty string. 
C is the set of constraints generated by equations between terms. Then WE = (D, C) is the 
constraint domain of equations on strings, sometimes called the domain of word equations. 
An example constraint is x .u = b.x. 
The constraint domain of Boolean values and functions is used in BNR-Prolog [ 1981, 
CAL [4], CHIP [76], and Prolog III [64]. CAL and CHIP employ a more general constraint 
domain, which includes symbolic Boolean values. 
Example 2.6. Let C contain the constants 0 and 1, the unary function symbol 1, the 
binary function symbols A, V, @, =+, and the binary predicate symbol =. Let D be the set 
{true, false}, and let D interpret the symbols of C as the usual Boolean functions (i.e., A 
is interpreted as conjunction, @ is exclusive or, etc.). Let 13 be the constraints generated by 
the primitive constraints. Then KiOC = (D, L) is the (two-valued) Boolean constraint 
domain. An example constraint is -(x A y) = y. In a slight abuse of notation, we allow 
a constraint t = 1 to be written simply as t so that, for example, -(x A y)@y denotes 
the constraint 7(x A y)@y = 1. For the more general constraint domain, let C’ = E U 
8A variant of this domain, with a slightly different signature, is used in [23.5]. 
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{al,..., ai, . .}, where the ai are constants. Let L’ be the constraints generated by the E’ 
primitive constraints, and let V’ be the free Boolean algebra generated by {at, . . . , ai, . . .}. 
Then BOOLc, = (ZJ’, C, ) is the Boolean constraint domain with infinitely many symbolic 
values.9A constraint c(f,c) is satisfiable in BOc3C, iff D b 3?VJ c(Z, y). 
The finite domains of CHIP are best viewed as having the integers as the underlying 
structure, with a limitation on the language of constraints. 
Example 2.7. Let D = Z and C = ((E [m, n]),5,, +, =, #, s}. For every pair of 
integers m and II, the interval constraint x E [m, n] denotes that m 5 x 5 n. The other 
symbols in C have their usual meaning. Let L be the constraints c generated by the primitive 
constraints, restricted so that every variable in c is subject to an interval constraint. Then 
FT2) = (2), C) is the constraint domain referred to as finite domains. (The domain of a 
variable x is the finite set of values which satisfy all unary constraints involving x.) A 
typical constraint in .ED is x E [ 1,s J A y E [0,7] A x # 3 A x + 2y 5 5 A x + y 5 9. The 
domain of x is (1,2,4,5}. 
There are several other constraint domains of interest that we cannot exemplify here for 
lack of space. They include pseudo-Boolean constraints (for example, [26]), which are 
intermediate between Boolean and integer constraints, order-sorted feature algebras [lo], 
domains consisting of regular sets of strings [258], domains of finite sets [79], domains of 
CLP(Fun(D)) which employ a function variable [ 1171, domains of functions expressed by 
h-expressions [190, 8, 189, 200, 1871, etc. 
It is also possible to form a constraint domain directly from objects and operations in an 
application, instead of more general-purpose domains such as those above. This possibility 
has only been pursued in a limited form, where a general-purpose domain is extended by 
the ad hoc addition of primitive constraints. For example, in some uses of CHIP, the finite 
domain is extended with a predicate symbol element [77]. The relation element (x, 1, t) 
expresses that t is the xth element in the list 1. We discuss such extensions further in Section 
9.2 
These constraint domains are expected to support (perhaps in a weakened form) the 
following tests and operations on constraints, which have a major importance in CLP lan- 
guages. The first operation is the most important (it is almost obligatory), while the others 
might not be used in some CLP languages. 
. The first is a test for consistency or sutis@bility: ‘D + 3 c. 
. The second is the implication (or entailment) of one constraint by another: V + 
CO --f ct. More generally, we may ask whether a disjunction of constraints is 
implied by a constraint: D b co -+ Vy=t ci. 
. The third is the projection of a constraint CO onto variables f to obtain a constraint 
ct such that D /= ct * 1-r co. It is always possible to take cl to be 3-z CO, but 
the aim is to compute the simplest ct with fewest quantifiers. In general, it is not 
90nly finitely many constants are used in any one program, so it can be argued that a finite Boolean 
algebra is a more appropriate domain of computation. However, the two alternatives agree on satisfiability and 
constraint entailment (although not if an expanded language of constraints is permitted), and it is preferable to 
view the constraint domain as independent of the program. Currently, it is not clear whether the alternatives 
agree on other constraint operations. 
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possible to eliminate all uses of the existential quantifier. 
. The fourth is the detection that, given a constraint c, there is only one value that a 
variablex can take that is consistent with c. That is, D + c(x, Z)r\c(y, GJ) + x = y 
or, equivalently, 23 + 3zVx, f c(x, Y) -+ x = z. We say x is determined (or 
grounded) by c. 
In Section 10, we will discuss problems and techniques which arise when implementing 
these operations in a CLP system. However, we point out here that some implementations 
of these operators-in particular, the test for satisfiability-are incomplete. In some cases, 
it has been argued [67,66,22] that although an algorithm is incomplete with respect to the 
desired constraint domain, it is complete with respect to another (artificially constructed) 
constraint domain. 
We now turn to some properties of constraint domains which will be used later. The first 
two-solution compactness and satisfaction completeness-were introduced as part of the 
CLP Scheme. 
Definition 2.1. Let d range over elements of D and c, ci range over constraints in C, and 
let Z be a possibly infinite index set. A constraint domain (V, fJ is solution compact 
[ 128, 1291 if it satisfies the following conditions: 
(SCl) Vd 3(Ci]iel S.t. ‘D b VX x = d ++ A\iet Ci(x) 
(SC2) vc 3{Ci}i,[ s.t. D + v.z -c(n) t, vie, q(Z) 
Roughly speaking, SC1 is satisfied iff every element d of D can be defined by a (possibly 
infinite) conjunction of constraints, and SC;? is satisfied iff the complement of each 
constraint c in C can be described by a (possibly infinite) disjunction of constraints. 
The definition of SC2 in [ 1281 is not quite equivalent to the definition in [ 1291 which we 
paraphrase above; see [ 1751. It turns out that SC1 is not necessary for the results we present; 
we include it only for historical accuracy. There is no known natural constraint domain for 
which SC2 does not hold. There are, however, some artificial constraint domains for which 
it fails. 
Example 2.8. Let %&, denote the constraint domain obtained from ‘3I~i~ by adding the 
unary primitive constraint x # n. The negation of this constraint (i.e., x = n) cannot be 
represented as a disjunction of constraints in !ltzi,. Thus, aLi,, is not solution compact. 
The theory 7 in the parameter of the CLP scheme is intended to axiomatize some of 
the properties of 23. We place some conditions on D and 7 to ensure that 7 reflects 
D sufficiently. The first two conditions ensure that V and 7 agree on satisfiability of 
constraints, while the addition of the third condition guarantees that every unsatisfiability 
in ‘D is also detected by 7. The theory 7 and these conditions mainly play a role in the 
completeness results of Section 6. 
Dejinition 2.2. For a given signature EC, let (D, C) be a constraint domain with signature 
C, and 7 be a E-theory. We say that V and 7 correspond on L if 
l D is a model of 7, and 
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0 for every constraint c E C, 2, b 3 c iff 7 b 2 c. 
We say 7 is satisfaction complete with respect to C if for every constraint c E C, either 
I+~coorI~~!lc. 
Satisfaction completeness is a weakening of the notion of a complete theory [223]. 
Thus, for example, the theory of the real closed fields [247 ] corresponds and is satisfaction 
complete with respect to W since the domain is a model of this theory and the theory is 
complete. Clark’s axiomatization of unification [55] defines a satisfaction complete theory 
with respect to F7 which is not complete when there are only finitely many function 
symbols [ 1741. 
The notion of independence of negative constraints plays a significant role in constraint 
logic programming.“In [62], Colmerauer used independence of inequations to simplify the 
test for satisfiability of equations and inequations on the rational trees. (The independence 
of inequations states: if a conjunction of positive and negative equational constraints is in- 
consistent, then one of the negative constraints is inconsistent with the positive constraints.) 
Independence of negative constraints has been investigated in greater generality in [ 1631. 
The property has been shown to hold for several classes of constraints, including equations 
on finite, rational, and infinite trees [ 161, 160, 1741, linear real arithmetic constraints (where 
only equations may be negated) [ 1621, sort and feature constraints on feature trees [ 121, and 
infinite Boolean algebras with positive constraints [106], among others [163]. We consider 
a restricted form of independence of negative constraints [ 1771. 
Dejinition 2.3. A constraint domain (V, C) has the Independence of Negated Constraints 
property if, for all constraints c, cl, . . , c, E L, 
2) b zl c A -cl A . *. A-c,iff~C=~cA-CifOri=l,...,n. 
The fact that L is assumed to be closed under conjunction and existential quantification 
is an important restriction in the above definition. For example, Colmerauer’s work is not 
applicable in this setting since that dealt only with primitive constraints. Neither are many 
of the other results cited above, at least not in their full generality. However, there are still 
several useful constraint domains known to have this property, including the algebras of 
finite, rational, and infinite trees with equational constraints, when there are infinitely many 
function symbols [ 161, 1741, feature trees with infinitely many sorts and features [12], linear 
arithmetic equations over the rational or real numbers, and infinite Boolean algebras with 
positive constraints [ 1061. 
Example 2.9. In the Herbrand constraint domain F7 with only two function symbols, a 
constant a and a unary function f, it is easily seen that the following statements are true: 
F7 l= 3x, y, z x = f(y) A -y = a A -y = f(z); F7 /= 3x, y x = f(y) A -y = a; 
F7 /= 3x, y, z x = f(y) A -y = f(z). This is an example of the independence of 
inequations for 37. However, when we consider the full class of constraints of 37, we 
have the following facts. The statement 37 b 3x, y x = f(y) A -y = a A -3.~ y = f(z) 
is not true since every finite tree y is either the constant a or has the form f(z) for some finite 
treez.Ontheotherhand,both37~=x,yx=f(y)r\ly=aand37~=x,y,zx= 
f(y) A -3z y = f(z) are true. Thus, for these function symbols-and it is easy to see how 
loIt is also closely related to the model-theoretic properties that led to an interest in Horn formulas 
[172, 1211. 
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to extend this example to any finite set of function symbols-the independence of negated 
constraints does not hold. 
As is clear from [220], constraint domains (and constraints) are closely related to the 
information systems (and their elements) used by Scott to present his domain theory. Infor- 
mation systems codify notions of consistency and entailment among elements, which can 
be interpreted as satisfiability and implication of constraints on a single variable. Saraswat 
[217, 2151 extended the notion of information system to constraint systemst’(which allow 
many variables), and showed that some of the motivating properties of information systems 
continue to hold. 
Constraint systems (we will not give a formal definition here) can be viewed as ab- 
stractions of constraint domains which eliminate consideration of a particular structure V; 
the relation D k ct A . . A c, + c among constraints c, ct, . . . , c, is abstracted to the 
relation cl, . . . , cn k c (and the satisfiability relation V + 2 ct A . . . A c,, among con- 
straints can be abstracted to a set Con of all consistent finite sets of constraints {cl, . . . , c,} 
[220, 2151). Many of the essential semantic details of a constraint domain are still present 
in the corresponding constraint system, although properties such as solution compactness 
and independence of negated constraints cannot be expressed without more detail than a 
constraint system provides. 
3. LOGICAL SEMANTICS 
There are two common logical semantics of CLP programs over a constraint domain (V, C). 
The first interprets a rule 
~(2) +-bl,...,b, 
as the logic formula 
vz, y p(f) v -bl v . . v --b, 
where f U 9 is the set of all free variables in the rule. The collection of all such formulas 
corresponding to rules of P gives a theory also denoted by P. 
The second logical semantics associates a logic formula to each predicate in II. If the 
set of all rules of P with p in the head is 
PG) + Bl 
~(3 +- B2 
. 
~(3 +- B, 
“Although [215] does not treat consistency, only entailment. 
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then the formula associated with p is 
vz p(E) ++ 31 Bl 
v 3Y2 B2 
. . . 
v 35,Bn 
where yi is the set of variables in Bi except for variables in f . If p does not occur in the 
head of a rule of P, then the formula is 
vz -p(f) 
The collection of all such formulas is called the Clark completion of P, and is denoted by 
p*. 
A valuation is a mapping from variables to D, and the natural extension which maps 
terms to D and formulas to closed L*-formulas. If X is a set of facts, then [Xl, = 
{v(a) 1 (a t c) E X, D l= u(c)}. A D-interpretation of a formula is an interpretation of 
the formula with the same domain as D and the same interpretation for the symbols in E 
as 2). It can be represented as a subset of 8~ where Z?Z, = {p(d) 1 p E II, d E Dk}. A 
D-model of a closed formula is a D-interpretation which is a model of the formula. 
Let 7 denote a satisfaction complete theory for (D, L). The usual logical semantics are 
based on the D-models of P and the models of P*, 1. The least D-model of a formula Q 
under the subset ordering is denoted by 1 m ( Q , D) , and the greatest is denoted by gm ( Q , D) . 
A solution to a query G is a valuation v such that u(G) c lm(P, D). 
4. FIXEDPOINT SEMANTICS 
The fixedpoint semantics we present are based on one-step consequence functions Tj? and 
SF, and the closure operator [TPl generated by TF. The functions TF and I[P] map over 
D-interpretations. The set of D-interpretations forms a complete lattice under the subset 
ordering, and these functions are continuous on Z3=. 
T:(Z) = {p(d) 1 p(2) t c, bl, . . . , b, is arule of P,ai E I, i = 1,. . . , n, 
u is a valuation on D such that 
2) /== V(C), ~(2) = d, and u(bi) = ai, i = 1,. . . , n} 
BP] is the closure operator generated by Tp. It represents a deductive closure based on 
the rules of P . Let Id be the identity function, and define (f + g)(x) = f(x) U g(x). Then 
BP](Z) is the least fixedpoint of TF + Id greater than I, and the least fixedpoint of T&. 
The function Sg is defined on sets of facts, which form a complete lattice under the 
subset ordering. We denote the closure operator generated from SF by ((P )) . Both of these 
functions are continuous. 
ST(Z) = (p(5) t c 1 p(2) t c’, bl, . . . , b, is a rule of P, 
UitCiEZ, i=l,..., n , the rule and facts renamed apart, 
D)c++~-~c’A~~~~c~~\~~ =bi} 
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We denote the least fixedpoint of a function f by Zfp(f) and the greatest fixedpoint by 
gfp(f). These fixedpoints exist for the functions of interest since they are monotonic func- 
tions on complete lattices. For a function f mapping D-interpretations to ID-interpretations, 
we define the upward and downward iteration of f as follows. 
= Uacfi f t Q! if ,9 is a limit ordinal 
= naxfi f _1 a! if p is a limit ordinal 
We can take as semantics Zfp(S$?) or Ifp(7’:). The two functions involved are related 
in the foIlowing way: [$(Z)]Z, = T~([Z]D). Consequently, [Zfp($?)]~ = Zfp(TF). 
Zfp( SF) corresponds to the s-semantics [87] for languages with constraints [95]. Fixedpoint 
semantics based on sets of clauses [34] also extend easily to CLP languages. 
Based largely on the facts that the Z)-models of P are the fixedpoints of [PJl and the 
D-models of P* are the fixedpoints of TF, we have the following connections between the 
logical and fixedpoint semantics, just as in standard logic programming. 
Proposition 4.1. Let P, PI, P2 be CLP programs and Q a set of facts over a constraint 
domain D with corresponding theory 7. Then: 
T; f w = Zfp(T;) = WP($%J = Upll(0) 
Zm(P, D) = [(h + c I P*, v + (h + C>}lD = [{h + c ) P*, 7 k (h + C)}lD 
Zm(P*, D) = Zm(P, V) = Zfp(TF) 
gm(P*, Do> = gfp(Tp) 
UUl(tQl~o> =UpU Qll@> =WPU Q,P 
((P,,(Q) = ((P U Q))(0) = Z~P($&$ 
D + PI t, 9 iff IIPlI = [IPzll 
We will need the following terminology later. P is said to be (V, C)-canonical iff 
gfp(TF) = Tp J, o. Canonical logic programs, but not constraint logic programs, were 
first studied in [ 1361 which showed that every logic program is equivalent (w.r.t. the success 
and finite failure sets) to a canonical logic program. The proof here was not constructive, but 
subsequently, [259] provided an algorithm to generate the canonical logic program.t2Like 
many other kinds of results in traditional logic programming, these results are likely to 
extend to CLP in a straightforward way. 
5. TOP-DOWN EXECUTION 
The phrase “top-down execution” covers a multitude of operational models. We will present 
a fairly general framework for operational semantics in which we can describe the opera- 
tional semantics of some major CLP systems. 
‘2This proof was performed in the more general class of logic programs with negation. 
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We will present the operational semantics as a transition system on states: tuples 
(A, C, S) where A is a multiset of atoms and constraints, and C and S are multisets of 
constraints. The constraints C and S are referred to as the constraint store and, in implemen- 
tations, are acted upon by a constraint solver. Intuitively, A is a collection of as-yet-unseen 
atoms and constraints, C is the collection of constraints which are playing an active role (or 
are awake), and S is a collection of constraints playing apussive role (or are asleep). There 
is one other state, denoted by fail. To express more details of an operational semantics, it 
can be necessary to represent he collections of atoms and constraints more precisely. For 
example, to express the left-to-right Prolog execution order, we might use a sequence of 
atoms rather than a multiset. However, we will not be concerned with such details here. 
We will assume as given a computation rule which selects a transition type and an 
appropriate element of A (if necessary) for each state. 13The transition system is also pa- 
rameterized by a predicate consistent and a function infer, which we will discuss later. 
An initial goal G for execution is represented as a state by (G, 0, 0). 
The transitions in the transition system are 
(AUu,C,S) --+r (AUB,C,SU(u=h)) 
if a is selected by the computation rule, a is an atom, h + B is a rule of P, renamed to 
new variables, and h and a have the same predicate symbol. The expression a = h is an 
abbreviation for the conjunction of equations between corresponding arguments of a and 
h. We say a is rewritten in this transition. 
(A U a, C, S) +r fail 
if a is selected by the computation rule, a is an atom and, for every rule h t B of P, h 
and a have different predicate symbols. 
(A U c, C, S) ec (A, C, S U c) 
if c is selected by the computation rule and c is a constraint. 
(A, C, S) -+i (A, C’, S’) 
if (C’, 9) = infer(C, S). 
(A, C, S) +s (A, C, S) 
if consistent(C). 
if -consistent(C). 
13A computation rule is a convenient fiction that abstracts some of the behavior of a CLP system. To be 
realistic, a computation rule should also depend on factors other than the state (for example, the history of 
the computation). We ignore these possibilities for simplicity. 
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The +r transitions arise from resolution, dc transitions introduce constraints into the 
constraint solver, -+$ transitions test whether the active constraints are consistent, and --+i 
transitions infer more active constraints (and perhaps modify the passive constraints) from 
the current collection of constraints. We write + to refer to a transition of arbitrary type. 
The predicate consistent(C) expresses a test for consistency of C. Usually, it is defined 
by: consistent(C) iff V b 3 C, that is, a complete consistency test. However, systems 
may employ aconservative but incomplete (or partial) test: if 2) b g C, then consistent(C) 
holds, but sometimes consistent(C) holds although V + -3 C. One example of such a 
system is CAL [4], which computes over the domain of real numbers, but tests consistency 
over the domain of complex numbers. 
The function infer(C, S) computes from the current sets of constraints a new set of active 
constraints C’ and passive constraints S’. Generally, it can be understood as abstracting 
from S (or relaxing S) in the presence of C to obtain more active constraints. These are 
added to C to form C’, and S is simplified to S’. We require that D b (C A S) + (C’ A S’), 
so that information is neither lost nor “guessed” by infer. The role that infer plays 
varies widely from system to system. In Prolog, there are no passive constraints, and we 
can define infer(C, S) = (C U S, 0). In CLP(R), nonlinear constraints are passive, and 
infer simply passes (the linearized version of) a constraint from S to C’ when the constraint 
becomes linear in the context of C, and deletes the constraint from S. For example, if S is 
x * y = z A z * y = 2 and C is x = 4 A z 5 0, then, infer(C, S) = (C’, S’) where C’ is 
x=4r\zsOr\4y=zandS’isz*y=2. 
In a language like CHIP, infer performs less obvious inferences. For example, if S is 
x = y + I and C is 2 5 x 5 5 A 0 5 y 5 3, then, infer(C, S) = (C’, S’) where C’ is 
2 ( x 5 4 A 1 5 y ( 3 and S’ = S. (Note that we could also formulate the finite domain 
constraint solving of CHIP as having no passive constraints, but having an incomplete 
test for consistency. However, the formulation we give seems to reflect the systems more 
closely.) Similarly, in languages employing interval arithmetic over the real numbers (such 
as BNR-Prolog), intervals are active constraints and other constraints are passive. In this 
case, infer repeatedly computes smaller intervals for each of the variables, based on the 
constraints in S, terminating when no smaller interval can be derived (modulo the precision 
of the arithmetic). Execution of language constructs such as the cardinality operator [112], 
“constructive disjunction” [ 1161, and special-purpose constructs (for example, in [77, 21) 
can also be understood as -+i transitions, where these constructs are viewed as part of the 
language of constraints. 
Generally, the active constraints are determined syntactically. As examples, in Prolog, 
all equations are active, in CLP(R), all linear constraints are active, on the finite domains of 
CHIP, all unary constraints (i.e., constraints on just one variable, such as x K 9 or x # 0) 
are active, and in the interval arithmetic of BNR-Prolog, only intervals are active. 
The stronger the collection of active constraints, the earlier failure will be detected, and 
the less searching is necessary. With this in mind, we might wish infer to be as strong as 
possible: for every active constraint c, if infer(C, S) = (C’, S’) and D + (C A S) + c, 
then V b C’ -+ c. However, this is not always possible. t4Even if it were possible, it is 
generally not preferred since the computational cost of a powerful infer function can be 
greater than the savings achieved by limiting search. 
A CLP system is determined by the constraint domain and a detailed operational seman- 
14Fcr example, in CLP(R), where linear constraints are active and nonlinear constraints are passive, if 
Sisy=x*x,thenwecantakectobeyz2kx-k2, for any k. There is no finite collection C’ of active 
constraints, which implies all these constraints and is not stronger than S. 
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tics. The latter involves a computation rule and definitions for consistent and infer. We 
now define some significant properties of CLP systems. We distinguish the class of systems 
in which passive constraints play no role and the global consistency test is complete. These 
systems correspond to the systems treated in [ 128, 1291. 
DeJnition 5.1. Let +ris=+r+i+s and +ci,y=+c+i+s. We say that a CLP system 
is quick-checking if its operational semantics can be described by +ris and -+cis. A 
CLP system is progressive if, for every state with a nonempty collection of atoms, 
every derivation from that state either fails, contains a -fr transition, or contains a -+c 
transition. A CLP system is ideal if it is quick-checking, progressive, infer is defined 
by infer(C, S) = (C U S, 0), and consistent(C) holds iff D k 3 C. 
In a quick-checking system, inference of new active constraints is performed, and a test 
for consistency is made each time the collection of constraints in the constraint solver is 
changed, Thus, within the limits of consistent and infer, it finds inconsistency as soon 
as possible. A progressive system will never infinitely ignore the collection of atoms and 
constraints in the first part of a state during execution. All major implemented CLP systems 
are quick-checking and progressive, but most are not ideal. 
A derivation is a sequence of transitions (Al, Cl, St) -+ . . ’ --+ (Ai, Ci, Si) -+ . . . . A 
state which cannot be rewritten further is called a$nal state. A derivation is successful if 
it is finite and the final state has the form (0, C, S). Let G be a goal with free variables P, 
which initiates a derivation and produces a final state (0, C, S). Then 3-1 C A S is called 
the answer constraint of the derivation. 
A derivation is failed if it is finite and the final state is fail. A derivation is fair if it is 
failed or, for every i and every a E Ai, a is rewritten in a later transition. A computation 
rule is fair if it gives rise only to fair derivations. A goal G isjnitely failed if, for any one 
fair computation rule, every derivation from G in an ideal CLP system is failed. It can be 
shown that if a goal is finitely failed, then every fair derivation in an ideal CLP system is 
failed. A derivationflounders if it is finite and the final state has the form (A, C, S) where 
A # 0. 
The computation tree of a goal G for a program P in a CLP system is a tree with nodes 
labeled by states and edges labeled by +r, -+c, +i or +=$ such that: the root is labeled 
by (G, 0,0); for every node, all outgoing edges have the same label; if a node labeled by 
a state S has an outgoing edge labeled by -F=, +i, or -+$ then the node has exactly one 
child, and the state labeling that child can be obtained from S via a transition --+=, +i, or 
--+$, respectively; if a node labeled by a state S has an outgoing edge labeled by +r, then 
the node has a child for each rule in P, and the state labeling each child is the state obtained 
from S by the -+r transition for that rule; for each +r and -+c edge, the corresponding 
transition uses the atom or constraint selected by the computation rule. 
Every branch of a computation tree is a derivation, and, given a computation rule, every 
derivation following that rule is a branch of the corresponding computation tree. Different 
computation rules can give rise to computation trees of radically different sizes. Existing 
CLP languages use computation rules based on the Prolog left-to-right computation rule 
(which is not fair). We will discuss linguistic features intended to improve on this rule in 
Section 9.1. 
The problem of finding answers to a query can be seen as the problem of searching 
a computation tree. Most CLP languages employ a depth-first search with chronological 
backtracking, as in Prolog (although there have been suggestions to use dependency-directed 
backtracking [7 1 I). Since depth-first search is incomplete on infinite trees, not all answers 
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are computed. The depth-first search can be incorporated in the semantics in the same way 
as is done for Prolog (see, for example, [ 18, 17]), but we will not go into details here. In 
Section 8, we will discuss a class of CLP languages that use a top-down execution similar 
to the one outlined above, but do not use backtracking. 
Consider the transition 
(A, C, S) -fg (A, C’, 0) 
where C’ is a set of equations in 13’ such that D i= C’ + (C A S) and, for every variable n 
occurring in C or S, C’ contains an equation x = d for some constant d. Thus, -+g grounds 
all variables in the constraint solver. We also have the transitions 
(A, C, S) +g fail 
if no such C’ exists (i.e., C A S is unsatisfiable in V). A ground derivation is a derivation 
composed of -+r-+R and -+,+g. 
We now define three sets that crystallize three aspects of the operational semantics. The 
success set SS(P) collects the answer constraints to simple goals p(f). The finite failure set 
FF(P) collects the set of simple goals which are finitely failed. The ground finite failure set 
GFF(P) collects the set of grounded atoms, all of whose fair ground derivations are failed. 
SS(P) = {p(X) t c ) (p(P), 0,0) +* (0, c’, c”), v b c tf 3-j c’ A c”}. 
FF(P) = {p(Z) t c ] for every fair derivation, (p(Z), c, 0) +* fail). 
GFF(P) = (p(d) ] for every fair ground derivation, (p(d), 0,0) +* fail]. 
6. SOUNDNESS AND COMPLETENESS RESULTS 
We now present the main relationships between the declarative semantics and the top- 
down operational semantics. To keep things simple, we consider only ideal CLP systems. 
However, many of the results hold much more generally. The soundness results hold for 
any CLP system because of restrictions we place on consistent and infer. Completeness 
results for successful derivations require only that the CLP system be progressive. 
Theorem 6.1. Consider a program P in the CLP language determined by a 4-tuple 







SS(P) = Zfp(SF) and [SS(P)]n = lm(P, D). 
If the goal G has a successful derivation with answer constraint c, then P, 7 b 
c + G. 
Suppose T is satisfaction complete wrt L. If G has a finite computation tree, with 
answerconstraintsct,...,c,,thenP*,I~GGct~...~c,. 
If P, 7 ‘F c + G, then there are derivations for the goal G with answer constraints 
Cl,..., c,, such that 7 b c + Vy=r ci. If, in addition, (V, L) has independence 
of negated constraints, then the result holds for n = 1 (i.e., without disjunction). 
Suppose T is satisfaction complete wrt L. If P*, 7 + G ++ ct v . . . V c,, then 
G has a computation tree with answer constraints ~‘1, . . . , CL (and possibly others) 
suchthatI+civ...vc, + c;v...vc~. 
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6. Suppose T is satisfaction complete wrt C. 
The goal G is finitely failed for P iff P*, 7 + -G. 
7. gm(P*, IJ) = t3~ - GFF(P). 
8. Suppose (V, L) is solution compact. TF _1 w = &J - [FF(P)]v. 
9. Suppose (V, ,!Z) is solution compact. 
P is (D, C)-canonical iff [FF(P)]D = [{h t c 1 P*, V + -(h A c)}]=. 
Most of these results are from [128, 1291, but there are also some from [95, 173, 1771. 
Results 8 and 9 of the above theorem (which are equivalent) are the only results, of those 
listed above, which require solution compactness. In fact, the properties shown are equiva- 
lent to SC2, the second condition of solution compactness [1771; as mentioned earlier, SC1 
is not needed. In soundness results (2,3, and half of 6), 7 can be replaced by V. If we omit 
our assumption of a first-order language of constraints (see Section 2), then only results 1, 
2, 3, 7, 8, 9, and the soundness half of 6 (replacing 7 by V where necessary) continue to 
hold. 
The strong form of completeness of successful derivations (result 4) [ 1731 provides an 
interesting departure from the conventional logic programming theory. It shows that in CLP 
it is necessary, in general, to consider and combine several successful derivations and their 
answers to establish that c + G holds, whereas only one successful derivation is necessary 
in standard logic programming. The other results in this theorem are more direct liftings of 
results in the logic programming theory. 
The CLP Scheme provides a framework in which the lifting of results from LP to 
CLP is almost trivial. By replacing the Herbrand universe by an arbitrary constraint do- 
main V, unifiability by constraint satisfaction, Clark’s equality theory by a corresponding 
satisfaction-complete theory, etc., most results (and even their proofs) lift from LP to CLP. 
The lifting is discussed in greater detail in [ 1771. Furthermore, most operational aspects 
of LP (and Prolog) can be interpreted as logical operations, and consequently these opera- 
tions (although not their implementations) also lift to CLP. One early example is matching, 
which is used in various LP systems (e.g., GHC, NU-Prolog) as a basis for affecting the 
computation rule; the corresponding operation in CLP is constraint entailment [ 1731. 
The philosophy of the CLP Scheme [ 1291 gives primacy to the structure V over which 
computation is performed, and less prominence to the theory 7. We have followed this 
approach. However, it is also possible to start with a satisfaction complete theory 7 (see, for 
example, [ 1731) without reference to a structure. We can arbitrarily choose a model of 7 as 
the structure 23, and the same results apply. Another variation [ 1181 considers a collection 
D of structures and defines consistent(C) to hold iff for some structure 2) E D, we have 
V + 2 C. Weaker forms of the soundness and completeness of successful derivations apply 
in this case. 
7. BOTTOM-UP EXECUTION 
Bottom-up execution has its main use in database applications. The set-at-a-time processing 
limits the number of accesses to secondary storage in comparison to tuple-at-a-time pro- 
cessing (as in top-down execution), and the simple semantics gives great scope for query 
optimization. 
Bottom-up execution is also formalized as a transition system. For every rule r of the 
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form h t c, 61, . . . , b, in P and every set A of facts, there is a transition 
AwAU(h tc’]aj +cj,i = l,.. .,nareelementsofA,D~c’*ch~~~/\bi =ai] 
i=l 
In brief, then, we have A - A U SF(A), for every set A and every rule r in P (Sg was 
defined in Section 4). An execution is a sequence of transitions. It is fair if each rule is 
applied infinitely often. The limit of ground instances of sets generated by fair executions 
is independent of the order in which transitions are applied, and is regarded as the result of 
the bottom-up execution. If Q is an initial set of facts and P is a program, and A is the result 
of a fair bottom-up execution, then A = SS( P U Q) = ((P ))(Q) and I[ PlJ([ Q]D) = [A]=. 
An execution Q = Xc -+ X1 ^vt ... Xi -+ .. . terminates if, for some m and every 
i > m, Xi = X,. We say P is$nitury if for every finite initial set of facts Q and every fair 
execution, there is a k such that [Xilz, = [X,]Z, for all i L k. However, execution can be 
nonterminating, even when the program is finitary and the initial set is finite. 
Example 7.1. Consider the following program P on the constraint domain 8Lin: 
p(X+l) + P(X) 
P(X) +x>_5 
P(X) +x15 
Straightforward bottom-up computation gives {p(x) t x > 5, p(x) t x 2 6, p(x) t 
x > 7,. .)U(p(x) t x ( 5, p(x) t x ( 6, p(x) t x ( 7,. . .},anddoesnotterminate. 
Wealso have Zfp(TF) = TF f 1 = (p(d) 1 d E S}. 
A necessary technique is to test whether a new fact is subsumed by the current set of 
facts, and accumulate only unsubsumed facts. A fact p(Z) t c is subsumed by the facts 
p(i) t ci, i = 1, . . , n (with respect to (D, C)) if 2) l= c + VF=t ci. The transitions in 
the modified bottom-up execution model are 
A - A U reduce(Sg(A), A) 
where reduce(X, Y) eliminates from X all elements subsumed by Y. Under this execution 
model, every finitary program terminates on every finite initial set Q. 
Unfortunately, checking subsumption is computationally expensive, in general. If the 
constraint domain (V, L) does not satisfy the independence of negated constraints, then 
the problem of showing that a new fact is not subsumed is at least NP-hard (see [236] for 
the proof in one constraint domain). In constraint domains with independence of negated 
constraints, the problem is not as bad: the new fact only needs to be checked against 
one fact at a time [ 1771. (Classical database optimizations are also more difficult without 
independence of negated constraints [ 149, 1771.) A pragmatic approach to the problem of 
subsumption in ~~~~ is given in [236]. Some work avoids the problem of subsumption by 
allowing only ground facts in the database and intermediate computations. 
Even with subsumption, there is still the problem that execution might not terminate (for 
example, if P is not finitary). The approach of [ 1441 is to restrict the constraint domains D 
to those which only permit the computation of finitely representable relations from finitely 
representable relations. 
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This requirement is slightly weaker than requiring that all programs are finitary, but it is not 
clear that there is a practical difference. Regrettably, very few constraint domains satisfy 
this condition, and those which do have limited expressive power. 
The alternative is to take advantage of P and a specific query (or a class of queries). A 
transformation technique such as magic templates [206] produces a program Pm8 that is 
equivalent to P for the specific query. Other techniques [146, 193, 237, 1471 attempt to 
further limit execution by placing constraints at appropriate points in the program. Analyses 
can be used to check that execution of the resulting program terminates [ 151, 211, 351, 
although most work has ignored the capability of using constraints in the answers. 
Comparatively little work has been done on the nuts and bolts of implementing bottom- 
up execution for CLP programs, with all the work addressing the constraint domain !lt~i~. 
[ 1441 suggested the use of intervals, computed as the projection of a collection of constraints, 
as the basis for indexing on constrained variables. Several different data structures, orig- 
inally developed for spatial databases or computational geometry, have been proposed as 
appropriate for indexing [ 144,236,36]. A new data structure was presented in [ 1451 which 
minimizes accesses to secondary storage. A sort-join algorithm for joins on constrained 
variables is given in [36]. That paper also provides a query optimization methodology for 
conjunctive queries that can balance the cost of constraint manipulation against the cost of 
traditional database operations. 
8. CONCURRENT CONSTRAINT LOGIC PROGRAMMING 
Concurrent programming languages are languages which allow the description of collec- 
tions of processes which may interact with each other. In concurrent constraint logic 
programming (CCLP) languages, communication and synchronization are performed by 
asserting and testing for constraints. The operational semantics of these languages are 
quite similar to the top-down execution described in Section 5. However, the different 
context in which they are used results in a lesser importance of the corresponding logical 
semantics. 
For this discussion, we will consider only the flat ask-tell CCLP languages, which were 
defined in [213, 2141 based on ideas from [173]. We further restrict our attention to lan- 
guages with only committed-choice nondeterminism (sometimes called don’t-care nonde- 
terminism); more general languages will be discussed in Section 9. For more details of 
CCLP languages, see [218,30]. 
Just as Prolog can be viewed as a kind of CLP language, obtained by a particular choice 
of constraint domain, so most concurrent logic languages can be viewed as concurrent CLP 
languages. t5 
A program rule takes the form 
h t ask : tell 1 B 
where h is an atom, B is a collection of atoms, and ask and tell are constraints. Many 
treatments of concurrent constraint languages employ a language based on a process algebra 
involving ask and tell primitives [214], but we use the syntax above to emphasize the 
similarities to other CLP languages. 
“Concurrent Prolog [221] is not an ask-tell language, but [213] shows how it can be fit inside the CCLP 
framework. 
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For the sake of brevity, we present a simpler transition system to describe the operational 
semantics than the transition system in Section 5. However, implemented languages can 
make the same pragmatic compromises on testing consistency (and implication) as reflected 
in that transition system. The states in this transition system have the form (A, C) where 
A is a collection of atoms and C is a collection of constraints. Any state can be an initial 
state. The transitions in the transition system are 
(AUa,C)+, (AUB,CU(a=h)UaskUtell) 
if h t ask : tell 1 B is a rule of P renamed to new variables Z, h and a have the same 
predicate symbol, 2) j= C + 3f a = h r\usk and D + 3 C AU = h r\usk A tell. Roughly 
speaking, a transition can occur with such a rule provided the accumulated constraints imply 
the ask constraint and do not contradict the tell constraint. Some languages use only the 
ask constraint for synchronization. It is shown in [29] that such languages are strictly less 
expressive than ask-tell languages. 
An operational semantics such as the above is not completely faithful to a real execution 
of the language since it is possible for two atoms to be rewritten simultaneously in an 
execution environment with concurrency. The above semantics only allows rewritings to 
be interleaved. A “true concurrency” semantics, based on graph-rewriting, is given in [ 1911. 
All ask-tell CCLP programs have the following monotonicity [216] or stability [96] 
property: If (A, C) -+r (A’, C’) and 2) + C” + C’, then (A, C”) -+r (A’, C”). This 
property provides for simple solutions to some problems in distributed computing related 
to reliability. When looked at in a more general framework [96], stability seems to be 
one advantage of CCLP languages over other languages; most programs in conventional 
languages for concurrency are not stable. It is interesting to note that a notion of global 
failure (as represented in Section 5 by the state fail) destroys stability. Of course, there 
are also pragmatic reasons for wanting to avoid this notion in a concurrent language. A 
framework which permits nonmonotonic CCLP languages is discussed in [27]. 
A program is determinate if every reachable state is determinate, where a state is deter- 
minate if every selected atom gives rise to at most one -+r transition. Consequently, for 
every initial state, every fair derivation rewrites the same atoms with the same rules, or every 
derivation fails. Thus, nonfailed derivations by determinate programs from an initial state 
differ from each other only in the order of rewriting (and the renaming of rules). Substantial 
parts of many programs are determinate. t6The interest in determinate programs arises from 
an elegant semantics for such programs based upon closure operators [217]. For every 
collection of atoms A, the semantics of A is given by the function PA(C) = 3-r C’ where 
(A, C) -+; (A’, C’L 2 is the free variables of (A, C), and (A’, C’) is a final state. This 
semantics is extended in [217] to a compositional and fully abstract semantics of arbitrary 
programs. A semantics based on traces is given in 1281. 
For determinate programs, we also have a clean application of the classical logical 
semantics of aprogram [173]. If (A, C) +T (A’, C’) then P*, D b A AC u 3-f A’ AC’ 
where f is the free variables of (A, C). 
r6For the programs we consider, determinate programs can be characterized syntactically by the following 
condition: for every pair of rules (renamed apart, except for identical heads) h t ask, : relll 1 B1 and 
h t US/Q : tell2 ( B2 in the program, we have2) + -(ask] r\ask2~telll) or v + -(ask1 r\ask2~1ell2). 
In languages where procedures can be hidden (as in many process algebra formulations) or there is a restriction 
on the initial states, the class of determinate programs is larger, but is not as easily characterized. 
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In cases where execution can be guaranteed not to suspend any atom indefinitely, the 
soundness and completeness results for success and failure hold (see Section 6). 
9. LINGUISTIC EXTENSIONS 
We discuss in this section some additional linguistic features for top-down CLP languages. 
9.1. Shrinking the Computation Tree 
The aim of +i transitions is to extract as much information as is reasonable from the 
passive constraints, so that the branching of +,. transitions is reduced. There are several 
other techniques, used or proposed, for achieving this result. 
In 12021, it is suggested that information can also be extracted from the atoms in a state. 
The constraint extracted would be an approximation of the answers to the atom. 
operation can be expressed by an additional transition rule. 
This 
(AUa,C,S)+, (AUa,C,SUc) 
where extract(a, C) = c. Here, extract is a function satisfying P*, D + (a A C) + c. 
The evaluation of extract, performed at run-time, involves an abstract (or approximate) 
execution of (Q, C, 0). For example, if P defines p with the facts ~(1~2) and p(3,4), then 
the constraint extracted by extract(p(x, y), 0) might be y = x + 1. 
A more widespread technique is to modify the order in which atoms are selected. Most 
CLP systems employ the Prolog left-to-right computation rule. This improves the “pro- 
grammability” by providing a predictable flow of control. However, when an appropriate 
flow of control is data-dependent or very complex (for example, in combinatorial search 
problems), greater flexibility is required. 
One solution to this problem is to incorporate a data-dependent computation rule in the 
language. The Andorra principle [262] involves selecting determinate atoms, if possible. 
(A determinate atom is an atom which only gives rise to one +,is transition.) A second 
approach is to allow the programmer to annotate parts of the program (atoms, predicates, 
clauses , . ..) to provide a more flexible computation rule that is, nonetheless, programmed. 
This approach was pioneered in Prolog II [59] and MU-Prolog [195]. The automatic 
annotation of programs [ 1941 brings this approach closer to the first. A third approach is 
to introduce constructs from concurrent logic programming into the language. There are 
basically two varieties of this approach: guarded rules and guarded atoms. The former 
introduces a committed-choice aspect into the language, whereas the latter is a variant of 
the second approach. All these approaches originated for conventional logic programs, but 
the ideas lift to constraint logic programs, and there are now several proposals based on 
these ideas [137,234, 11, 113, 1161. 
One potential problem with using guarded rules is that the completeness of the oper- 
ational semantics with respect to the logical semantics of the program can be lost. This 
incompleteness was shown to be avoided in ALPS [ 1731 (modulo infinitely delayed atoms), 
but that work was heavily reliant on determinacy. Smolka [234] discusses a language of 
guarded rules which extends ALPS and a methodology for extending a predicate definition 
with new guarded rules such that completeness can be retained, even though execution 
would involve indeterminate committed-choice. The Andorra Kernel Language (AKL) 
11371 also combines the Andorra principle with guarded rules. There, the interest is in 
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providing a language which subsumes the expressive power of CCLP languages and CLP 
languages. 
Guarded atoms and, more generally, guarded goals take the form c -+ G where c is a 
constraintt7and G is a goal. G is available for execution only when c is implied by the cur- 
rent active constraints. We call c the guard constraint and G the delayed goal. Although the 
underlying mechanisms are very similar, guarded atoms and guarded rules differ substan- 
tially as linguistic features, since guarded atoms can be combined conjunctively whereas 
guards in guarded rules are combined disjunctively. 
9.2. Complex Constraints 
Several language constructs that can be said simply to be complex constraints have been 
added to CLP languages. We can classify them as follows: those which implement Boolean 
combinations of (generally simple) constraints, and those which describe an ad hoc, often 
application-specific, relation. Falling into the first category are some implementations 
of constraint disjunction [ 116, 721 (sometimes called “constructive disjunction”) and the 
cardinality operator [ 1121. Into the second category fall the element constraint [77] and the 
cumulative constraint of [2], among others. These constraints are already accounted for 
in the operational semantics of Section 5 since they can be considered passive constraints 
in L. However, it also can be useful to view them as additions to a better-known constraint 
domain (indeed, this is how they arose). 
The cardinality operator can be used to express any Boolean combination of constraints. 
A use of this combinator has the form #(L, [cl, . . , cn 1, U), where the ci are constraints 
and L and U are variables. This use expresses that the number of constraints ci that are 
true lies between the value of L and the value of U (lower and upper bound, respectively). 
By constraining L 2 1, the combinator represents the disjunction of the constraints; by 
constraining U = 0, the combinator represents the conjunction of the negations of the 
constraints. The cardinality combinator is implemented by testing whether the constraints 
are entailed by or are inconsistent with the constraint store, and comparing the numbers of 
entailed and inconsistent constraints with the values of L and U. When L and U are not 
ground, the cardinality constraint can produce aconstraint on these variables. (For example, 
after one constraint is found to be inconsistent, U can be constrained by U 5 n - 1.) 
In constraint languages without disjunction, an intended disjunction ct (2) v ~(3) must 
be represented by a pair of clauses 
P(Z) +- Cl(f) 
pm +- c2w 
In a simple CLP language, this representation forces a choice to be made (between the 
two disjuncts). Constructive disjunction refers to the direct use of a disjunctive constraint 
without immediately making a choice. Instead, an active constraint is computed which 
is a safe approximation to the disjunction in the context of the current constraint store C. 
In the constraint domain FD, [ 1161 suggests two possible approximations, one based on 
approximating each constraint C A ci using the domain of each variable, and the other (less 
accurately) approximating each constraint using the interval constraints for each variable. 
The disjunction of these approximations is easily approximated by an active constraint. For 
t7We also permit the meta-level constraint ground(x). 
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linear arithmetic, [72] suggests the use of the convex hull of the regions defined by the two 
constraints as the approximation. Note that the constructive disjunction behavior could be 
obtained from the clauses for p using the methods of [202]. 
In the secondcategory, we mention two constructs used with the finite domain solver of 
CHIP. eZement(X, L, T) expresses that T is the Xth element in the list L. Operationally, 
it allows constraints on either the index X or element T of the list to be reflected by 
constraints on the other. For example, if X is constrained so that X E { 1, 3,5], then 
eZement(X, [l, 1,2, 3,5, 81, T) can constrain T so that T E (1,2,5} and, similarly, if 
T is constrained so that T E { 1, 3, S}, then X is constrained so that X E { 1,2,4,5}. 
Declaratively, the cumulative constraint of [2] expresses a collection of linear inequalities 
on its arguments. Several problems that can be expressed as integer programming problems 
can be expressed with cumulative. Operationally, it behaves somewhat differently from 
the way CHIP would usually treat the inequalities. 
9.3. User-Defined Constraints 
Complex constraints are generally “built in” to the language. There are proposals to extend 
CLP languages to allow the user to define new constraints, together with inference rules 
specifying how the new constraints react with the constraint store. 
A basic approach is to use guarded clauses. The new constraint predicate is defined 
with guarded clauses, where the guards specify the cases in which the constraint is to be 
simplified, and the body is an equivalent conjunction of constraints. Using ground(x) (or a 
similar construct) as a guard constraint, it is straightforward to implement local propagation 
(i.e., propagation of ground values). We give an example of this use in Section 11.1, and 
[212] has other examples. Some more general forms of propagation can also be expressed 
with guarded clauses. 
The work [93] can be seen as an extension of this method. The new constraints occur 
as predicates, and guarded rules (called constraint handling rules) are used to simplify 
the new constraints. However, the guarded rules may have two (or more) atoms in the 
head. Execution matches the head with a collection of constraint atoms in the goal and 
reduces to an equivalent conjunction of constraints. This method appears able to express 
more powerful solving methods than the guarded clauses. For example, transitivity of the 
user-defined constraint leq can be specified by the rule 
leq(X, Y), leq(Y, Z) ==> true 1 leq(X, Z). 
whereas it is not clear how to express this in a one-atom-per-head guarded clause. A 
drawback of having multiple atoms, however, is inefficiency. In particular, it is not clear 
whether constraint handling rules can produce incremental (in the sense defined in Section 
10.1) constraint solvers, except in simple cases. 
A different approach [ 1151 proposes the introduction of “indexical” terms which refer to 
aspects of the sfuate of the constraint solver (thus providing a limited form of reflection).” 
Constraints containing these terms are called indexical constraints, and from these indexical 
constraints, user-defined constraints are built. Specifically, [ 1151 discusses a language over 
finite domains which can access the current domain and upper and lower bounds on the 
value of a variable using the indexical terms dam(X), ma(X), and min(X), respectively. 
Indexical constraints have an operational semantics: each constraint defines a method of 
18This approach has been called a “glass-box” approach. 
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propagation. For example, the constraint Y in O..max(X) continually enforces the upper 
bound of Y to be less than or equal to the upper bound of X. This same behavior can be 
obtained in a finite domain solver with the constraint Y 5 X, but the advantage of indexical 
constraints is that there is greater control over propagation: with Y 5 X, we also propagate 
changes in the lower bound of Y to X, whereas we can avoid this with indexical constraints. 
A discussion of an implementation of indexical constraints is given in [75]. (One application 
of this work is a constraint solver for Boolean constraints [56]; we describe this application 
in Section 13.5.) 
9.4. Negation 
Treatments of negation in logic programming lift readily to constraint logic programming, 
with only minor adjustments necessary. Indeed, many of the semantics for programs with 
negation are essentially propositional, being based upon the collection of ground instances 
of program rules. The perfect model [203,14,100], well-founded model [ 1011, stable model 
[ 1021, and Fitting fixedpoint semantics 1901, to name but a few, fall into this category. The 
grounding of variables in CLP rules by all elements of the domain (i.e., by all terms in 
C*) and the deletion of all grounded rules whose constraints evaluate to false produce the 
desired propositional rules (see, for example, [ 1761). 
Other declarative semantics, based on Clark’s completion P* of the program, also ex- 
tend to CLF?“The counterpart of camp(P) [55, 1681 is 7, PC, where 7 is satisfaction 
complete. Interestingly, it is necessary to consider the complete theory 7 of the domain if 
the equivalence of three-valued logical consequences of I, P* and consequences of finite 
iterations of Fitting’s @ operator (as shown by Kunen [153]) continues to hold for CLP 
programs 12441. 
SLDNF-resolution and its variants are also relatively untouched by the lifting to CLP 
programs, although, of course, they must use a consistency test instead of unification. The 
other main modification is that groundness must be replaced by the concept of a variable 
being determined by the current constraints (see Section 2). For example, a safe computation 
rule [ 1681 may select a nonground negated atom provided all the variables in the atom are 
determined by the current collection of constraints. Similarly, the definition of an allowed 
rule [ 1681 for a CLP program requires that every variable either appear in a positive literal in 
the body or be determined by the constraints in the body. With these modifications, various 
soundness and completeness results for SLDNF-resolution and comp( P) extend easily to 
ideal CLP systems. An alternative implementation of negation, constructive negation [511, 
has been expanded and applied to CLP programs by Stuckey [244], who gave the first 
completeness result for this method. 
9.5. Preferred Solutions 
Often, it is desirable to express an ordering (or preference) on solutions to a goal. This 
can provide a basis for computing only the “best” solutions to the query. One approach 
is to adapt the approach of mathematical programming (operations research) and employ 
an objective function [107, 1781. An optimization primitive is added to the language to 
compute the optimal value of the objective function.20 
“For example, the extension to allow arbitrary first-order formulas in the bodies of rules [ 1691. 
*Owe discuss only minimization; maximization is similar. 
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CHIP and cc(.FD) have such primitives, but they have a nonlogical behavior. Two 
recent papers [86, 1831 discuss optimization primitives based upon the following logical 
characterization: 
m is the minimum value of f(f) such that G(Z) holds iff 
31 (G(f) A f(f) = m) A -3y (G(p) A f(j) < m) 
Optimization primitives can be implemented by a branch and bound approach, pruning 
the computation tree of G based on the current minimum. A similar behavior can be obtained 
through constructive negation, using the above logical formulation [86, 1831, although a 
special-purpose implementation is more efficient. [183] gives a completeness result for 
such an implementation, based on Kunen’s semantics for negation. 
A second approach is to admit constraints which are not required to be satisfied by a 
solution, but express a preference for solutions which do satisfy them. Such constraints are 
sometimes called soft constraints. The most developed use of this approach is in hierarchical 
constraint logic programming (HCLP) [33, 2631. In HCLP, soft constraints have different 
strengths, and the constraints accumulated during a derivation form a constraint hierarchy 
based on these strengths. There are many possible ways to compare solutions using these 
constraint hierarchies [33, 178, 2631, different methods being suitable for different prob- 
lems. The hierarchy dictates that any number of weak constraints can be overruled by a 
stronger constraint. Thus, for example, default behavior can be expressed in a program by 
weak constraints, which will be overruled by stronger constraints when nondefault behavior 
is required. The restriction to best solutions of a constraint hierarchy can be viewed as a 
form of circumscription [219]. 
Each of the above approaches has some programming advantages over the other, in certain 
applications, but both have problems as general-purpose methods. While the first approach 
works well when there is a natural choice of objective function suggested by the problem, in 
general there is no natural choice. The second approach provides a higher-level expression of 
preference, but it cannot be so easily “fine-tuned,” and it can produce an exponential number 
of best answers if not used carefully. The approaches have the advantages and disadvantages 
of explicit (respectively, implicit) representations of preference. In the first approach, it can 
be difficult to reflect intended preferences. In the second approach, it is easier to reflect 
intended preferences, but harder to detect inconsistency in these preferences. It is also 
possible to “weight” soft constraints, which provides a combination of both approaches. 
Part II 
Implementation Issues 
The main innovation required to implement a CLP system is clearly in the manipulation of 
constraints. Thus, the main focus in this part of the survey is on constraint solver operations, 
described in the section below. The next section then considers the problem of extending 
the LP inference engine to deal with constraints. Here, the discussion is not tied down to a 
particular constraint domain. 
It is important to note that the algorithms and data structures in this part are presented in 
view of their use in top-down systems and, in particular, systems with backtracking. At the 
present, there is little experience in implementing bottom-up CLP systems, and so we do 
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not discuss them here. However, some of the algorithms we discuss can be used, perhaps 
with modification, in bottom-up systems. 
10. ALGORITHMS FOR CONSTRAINT SOLVING 
In view of the operational semantics presented in Part I, there are several operations in- 
volving constraints to be implemented. These include: a satisfiability test, to implement 
consistent and infer; an entailment test, to implement guarded goals; and the projection 
of the constraint store onto a set of variables, to compute the answer constraint from a final 
state. The constraint solver must also be able to undo the effects of adding constraints when 
the inference engine backtracks. In this section, we discuss the core efficiency issues in the 
implementation of these operations. 
IO. 1. Incrementality 
According to the folklore of CLP, algorithms for CLP implementations must be incremental 
in order to be practical. However, this prescription is not totally satisfactory since the term 
incremental can be used in two different senses. On one hand, incrementality is used to 
refer to the nature of the algorithm. That is, an algorithm is incremental if it accumulates 
an internal state and a new input is processed in combination with the internal state. Such 
algorithms are sometimes called on-line algorithms. On the other hand, incrementality 
is sometimes used to refer to the per$ormance of the algorithm. This section serves to 
clarify the latter notion of incrementality as a prelude to our discussion of algorithms in the 
following subsections. We do not, however, offer a formal definition of incrementality. 
We begin by abstracting away the inference engine from the operational semantics, to 
leave simply the constraint solver and its operations. We consider the state of the constraint 
solver to consist of the constraint store C, a collection of constraints G that are to be entailed, 
and some backtrack points. In the initial state, denoted by a, there are no constraints nor 
backtrack points. The constraint solver reacts to a sequence of operations, and results in 
(a) a new state, and (b) a response. 
Recall that the operations in CLP languages are: 
l augment C with c to obtain a new store, determine whether the new store is satisfi- 
able, and if so, determine which constraints in G are implied by the new store; 
l add a new constraint to G; 
l set a backtrack point (and associate with it the current state of the system); 
. backtrack to the previous backtrack point (i.e., return the state of the system to that 
associated with the backtrack point); 
. project C onto a fixed set of variables. 
Only the first and last of these operations can produce a response from the constraint solver. 
Consider the application of a sequence of operations 01, . . . , ok on a state A; denote 
the updated state by .?=(A, 01 . . . ok), and the sequence of responses to the operations by 
E(ot . . . ok). In what follows, we shall be concerned with the average cost of computing 
3 and G. Using standard definitions, this cost is parameterized by the distribution of 
(sequences of) operations (see, for example, [255]). We use average cost assuming the 
true distribution, the distribution that reflects what occurs in practice. Even though this 
distribution is almost always not known, we often have some hypotheses about it. For 
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example, one can identify typical and often occurring operation sequences, and hence can 
approximate the true distribution accordingly. The informal definitions below therefore are 
intended to be a guide, as opposed to a formal tool for cost analysis. 
For an expression exp(6) denoting a function of 5, define A V[exp(d)] to be the average 
value of exp(d), over all sequences of operations 6. Note that the definition of average 
here is also dependent on the distribution of the 5. For example, let cost(d) denote the cost 
of computing F(@, b) by some algorithm, for & fixed sequence 5. Then AV[cost(b)] 
denotes the average cost of computing _7=(@, b) over&l 15. 
Let A be shorthand for 3(@, 01 . . ok-l). Let A denote an algorithm which applies a 
sequence of operations on the initial state, giving the same response as does the constraint 
solver, but not necessarily computing the new state. That is, A is the batch (or off-line) 
version of our constraint solver. In what follows, we discuss what it means for an algorithm 
to be incremental relative to some algorithm A. Intuitively, A represents the best available 
batch algorithm for the operations. 
At one extreme, we consider that an algorithm for F and 6 is “nonincremental” relative 
to A if the average cost of applying an extra operation ok to A is no better than the cost of 
the straightforward approach using A on ot . . . ok. We express this as 
AV [cost(A, ok)] >_ AV [costA(ol . . .ok)] . 
At the other extreme, we consider that an algorithm for 3 and G is “perfectly incremental,” 
relative to A, if its cost is no worse than that of A. In other words, no cost is incurred for 
the incremental nature of the algorithm. We express this as 
AV [cost@j, 01.. . o&l) + cost(A, Ok)] 5 AV [costA(o] . . . ok)]. 
In general, any algorithm lies somewhere in between these two extremes. For example, it 
will not be perfectly incremental as indicated by the cost formula above, but instead we 
have 
AV [cost(@, 01 . . ok-l) -k cost(A, ok)] = AV [cost~(ol . . . ok)]-kxtrU_COst(O~ . . . ok) 
where the additional term extra-cost (01 . . ok) denotes the extra cost incurred by the on- 
line algorithm over the best batch algorithm. Therefore, one possible “definition” of an 
incremental algorithm, good enough for use in a CLP system, is simply that its extra-cost 
factor is negligible. 
In what follows, we shall tacitly bear in mind this expression to obtain a rough definition 
of incrementality. 21Although we have defined incrementality for a collection of operations, 
we will review the operations individually, and discuss incrementality in isolation. This 
can sometimes be an oversimplification; for example, [180] has shown that the standard 
unification problem does not remain linear when backtracking is considered. In general, 
however, it is simply too complex, in a survey article, to do otherwise. 
21There are similar notions found in the (non-CLP) literature; see the bibliography [207]. 
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10.2. SatisJiabiZity (Nonincremental) 
We consider first the basic problem of determining satisfiability of constraints independent 
of the requirement for incrementality. As we will see in the brief tour below of our sample 
domains, the dominant criterion used by system implementers is not the worst-case time 
complexity of the algorithm. 
For the domain F7, linear time algorithms are known [199], and for RI, the best 
known algorithms are almost linear time [ 1261. Even so, most Prolog systems implement 
an algorithm for the latter**because the best-case complexity of unification in F’7 is also 
linear, whereas it is often the case that unification in ‘RI can be done without inspecting all 
parts of the terms being unified. Hence, in practice, Prolog systems are really implemen- 
tations of CLP(R7) rather than CLP(F7). In fact, many Prolog systems choose to use 
straightforward algorithms which are slower, in the worst case, than these almost linear time 
algorithms. The reason for this choice (of algorithms which are quadratic time or slower in 
the worst case) is the belief that these algorithms are faster on average [ 131. 
For the arithmetic domain of !XLinEqn, the most straightforward algorithm is based on 
Gaussian elimination, and this has quadratic worst-case complexity. For the more general 
domain %Lin, polynomial time algorithms are also known [ 14 11, but these algorithms are not 
used in practical CLP systems. Instead, the Simplex algorithm (see, e.g., [54]), despite its 
exponential time worst case complexity, [ 1481, is used as a basis for the algorithm. However, 
since the Simplex algorithm works over nonnegative numbers and nonstrict inequalities, 
it must be extended for use in CLP systems. While such an extension is straightforward 
in principle, implementations must be carefully engineered to avoid significant overhead. 
The main differences between the Simplex-based solvers in CLP systems is in the specific 
realization of this basic algorithm. For example, the CLP(R) system uses a floating-point 
representation of numbers, whereas the solvers of CHIP and Prolog III use exact precision 
rational number arithmetic. As another example, in the CLP(R) system, a major design 
decision was to separately deal with equations and inequalities, enjoying a faster (Gaussian- 
elimination based) algorithm for equations, but enduring a cost for communication between 
the two kinds of algorithms [ 1331. Some elements of the CHIP solver are described in [ 1141. 
Disequality constraints can be handled using entailment of the corresponding equation 
(discussed in Section 10.4) since an independence of negative constraints holds [ 1621. 
For the domain of word equations WE, an algorithm is known [179], but no efficient 
algorithm is known. In fact, the general problem, although easily provable to be NP-hard, is 
not known to be in NP. The most efficient algorithm known still has the basic structure of the 
Makanin algorithm, but uses a far better bound for termination [ 1501. Systems using word 
equations, Prolog III for example, thus resort to partial constraint solving using a standard 
delay technique on the lengths of word variables. Rajasekar’s “string logic programs” [204] 
also uses a partial solution of word equations. First, solutions are found for equations over 
the lengths of the word variables appearing in the constraint; only then is the word equation 
solved. 
As with word equations, the satisfiability problem in finite domains such as 3D is almost 
always NP-hard. Partial constraint solving is once again required, and here is a typical 
approach. Attach to each variable n a data structure representing dam(x), its current 
22This is often realized simply by omitting the “occur-check” operation from a standard unification 
algorithm for 37. Some Prolog systems perform such an omission naively, and thus obtain an incomplete 
algorithm which may not terminate in certain cases. These cases are considered pathological, and hence are 
ignored. Other systems guarantee termination at slightly higher cost, but enjoy the new feature of cyclic data 
structures. 
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possible values. 23Clearly, dam(x) should be a superset of the projection space w.r.t. X. 
Define min(x) and ma(x) to be the smallest and largest numbers in dam(x), respectively. 
Now, assume that every constraint is written so that each inequality is of the form x < y 
or x 5 y, each disequality is of the form x # y, and each equation is of the form x = II, 
x = y, x = y + z, where X, y, z are variables and n is a number. Clearly, every constraint 
in ED can be rewritten into a conjunction of these constraints. 
The algorithm considers one constraint at a time and has two main phases. First, it 
performs an action which is determined by the form of the constraint: (a) for constraints x 5 
y, ensure that min(x) 5 max(y) by modifying dam(x) and/or dam(y) appropriately24; 
(b) for x =z y, ensure that min(x) < max(y); (c) for x # y, consider three subcases: if 
dam(x) n dam(y) = cz), then the constraint reduces to true; otherwise, if dam(x) = (n}, 
then remove n from dam(y) (and similarly for the case when dam(y) is a singleton25); 
otherwise, nothing more need be done; (d) for x = n, simply make dam(x) = {n}; (e) for 
x = y, make dam(x) = dam(y) = dam(x) fl dam(y); (f) for x = y + z, ensure that 
max(x) > min(y) + min(z) and min(x) 5 ma(y) + mux(z). If at any time during steps 
(a)-(f) the domain of a variable becomes empty, then unsatisfiability has been detected. 
The second phase of this algorithm is that for each X, such that dam(x) is changed by 
some action in steps (a)-(f), all constraints (but the current one that gave rise to this action) 
that contain x are reconsidered for further action. Termination is, of course, assured simply 
because the domains are finite. 
In the domain of Boolean algebra i300l, there are a variety of techniques for testing 
satisfiability. Since the problem is NP-complete, none of these can be expected to perform 
efficiently over all constraints. An early technique, pioneered by Davis and Putnam, is 
based upon variable elimination. The essential idea reduces a normal form representation 
into two smaller problems, each with one less variable. Binary decision diagrams [38] 
provide an efficient representation. One of the two Boolean solvers of CHIP, for example, 
uses variable elimination and these diagrams. A related technique is based on enumeration 
and propagation. The constraints are expressed as a conjunction of simple constraints, 
and then local propagation simplifies the conjunction after each enumeration step. See 
[56], for example. The method used in Prolog III [21] is a modification of SL-resolution 
whose main element is the elimination of redundant expressions. Another technique comes 
from Operations Research. Here, the Boolean formula is restated in arithmetic form, with 
variables constrained to be 0 or 1. Then standard techniques for integer programming, for 
example, cutting-planes, can be used. See [53] for a further discussion of this technique. This 
technique has not been used in CLP systems. A more recent development is the adaptation 
of Buchberger’s Groebner basis algorithm to Boolean algebras [210], which is used in CAL. 
Finally, there is the class of algorithms which perform Boolean unification; see the survey 
[185], for example. Here, satisfiability testing is only part of the problem addressed, and 
hence we will discuss these algorithms in the next section. 
The satisfiability problem for feature trees is essentially the same as the satisfiability 
problem for rational trees, provided that the number of features that may occur is bounded 
by a known constant [ 121. (Generally, this bounding constant can be determined at compile- 
time.) Two different sort constraints on the same variable clash in the same way that different 
23The choice of such a data structure should depend on the size of the finite domains. For example, with 
small domains, a characteristic vector is aoorooriate. . . . 
241n this case, simply remove from &m(x) all elements bigger than max(y), and remove from &m(y) 
all elements smaller than min(x). We omit the details of similar operations in the following discussion. 
251f both are singletons, clearly the constraint reduces to either true orfalse. 
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function symbols on terms in RI clash. An equation between two feature tree variables 
(of the same sort) induces equations between all the subtrees determined by the features of 
the variables, in the same way as occurs in RI. The main difference is that some sorts or 
features may be undetermined (roughly, unbound) in 3Ed7. 
10.3. SatisJiability (Incremental) 
As alluded to above, it is crucial that the algorithm that determines the satisfiability of a 
tentatively new constraint store be incremental. For example, a linear-time algorithm for a 
satisfiability problem is often as good as one can get. Consider a sequence of constraints 
Cl, ..., ck of approximately equal size N. A naive application of this linear-time algorithm 
to decide cl, then cl A 13, . . , and finally cl A . . . A ck could incur a cost proportional 
to Nk2, on average. In contrast, a perfectly incremental algorithm as discussed in Section 
10.1 has a cost of O(Nk), on average. 
In practice, most algorithms represent constraints in some kind of solved form, a for- 
mat in which the satisfiability of the constraints is evident. Thus, the satisfiability problem 
is essentially that of reducibility into solved form. For example, standard unification al- 
gorithms for 37 represent constraints by (one variant of) its mgu, that is, in the form 
Xl =tl(y),..., x, = tn(y) where each ti(3) denotes a term structure containing variables 
from y, and no variable xi appears in y. Similarly, linear equations in !RL~,,.Q~ are often 
represented in parametric form x1 = let (3), , x,, = le, (p) where each lei (jj) denotes a 
linear expression containing variables from 9, and no variable xi appears in y. In both of 
these examples, call the xi eliminable variables and the yi parametric variables. For linear 
inequalities in !RLin, the Simplex algorithm represents the constraints in an n x m matrix 
form A2 = B where A contains an n x II identity submatrix, defining the basis variables, 
and all numbers in the column vector B are nonnegative. For domains based on a unitary 
equality theory [224], the standard representation is the mgu, as in the case of F’I (which 
corresponds to the most elementary equality theory). Word equations over WE, however, 
are associated with an infinitary theory, and thus a unification algorithm for these equations 
[ 1271 may not terminate. A solved form for word equations, or any closed form solution 
for that matter, is not known. 
The first two kinds of solved form above are also examples of solution forms, that is, 
a format in which the set of all solutions of the constraints is evident. Here, any instance 
of the variables jj determines values for f, and thus gives one solution. The set of all such 
instances gives the set of all solutions. The Simplex format, however, is not in solution 
form: each choice of basis variables depicts just one particular solution. 
An important property of solution forms (and sometimes of just solved forms) is that 
they define a convenient representation of the projection of the solution space with respect 
to any set of variables. More specifically, each variable can be equated with a substitution 
expression containing only parametric variables, that is, variables whose projections are the 
entire space. This property, in turn, aids incrementality, as we now show via our sample 
domains. 
In each of the following examples, let C be a (satisfiable) constraint in solved form and 
let c be the new constraint at hand. For .?=7, the substitution expression for a variable x is 
simply x if x is not eliminable; otherwise, it is the expression equated to x in the solved 
form C. This mapping is generalized to terms in the obvious way. Similarly, we can define 
a mapping of linear expressions by replacing the eliminable variables therein with their 
substitution expressions, and then collecting like terms. For the domain %~i,,, in which case 
C is in Simplex form, the substitution expression for a variable x is simply x if x is not basic; 
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otherwise, it is the expression obtained by writing the (unique) equation in C containing x 
with x as the subject. Once again, this mapping can be generalized to any linear expression 
in an obvious way. In summary, a solution form defines a mapping 8 which can be used to 
map any expression t into an equivalent form to which is free of eliminable variables. 
The basic step of a satisfiability algorithm using a solution form is essentially this. 
Algorithm 10.1. Given C, (a) Replace the newly considered constraint c by CO where 19 
is the substitution defined by C. (b) Then write c0 into equations of the form x = . . . . 
and this involves choosing the x and rearranging terms. Unsatisfiability is detected at 
this stage. (c) If the previous step succeeds, use the new equations to substitute out all 
occurrences of x in C. (d) Finally, simply add the new equations to C to obtain a solution 
form for C A c. 
Note that the nonappearance of eliminable variables in substitution expressions is 
needed in (b) to ensure that the new equations themselves are in solvedform, and in (c) 
to ensure that C, augmented with the new equations, remains in solution form. 
The belief that this methodology leads to an incremental algorithm is based upon believ- 
ing that the cost of dealing with c is more closely related to the size of c (which is small 
on average) than that of C (which is very large on average). This, in turn, is based upon 
believing that 
l the substitution expressions for the eliminable variables in c, which largely determine 
the size of co, often have a size that is independent of the size of C, and 
l the number of occurrences of the new eliminable variable x in C, which largely 
determines the cost of substituting out x in C, is small in comparison to the size of 
C. 
The domain 37 provides a particularly good example of a solved form for which the basic 
algorithm 10.1 is incremental. Consider a standard implementation in which there is only 
one location for each variable, and all references to x are implemented by pointers. Given C 
in solved form, and given a new constraint c, there is really nothing to do to obtain c0 since 
the eliminable (or in this case, bound) variables in c are already pointers to their substitution 
expressions. Now, if ct? is satisfiable and we obtain the new equations x = . . . . then just 
one pointer setting of x to its substitution expression is required, and we are done. In other 
words, the cost of this pointer-based algorithm is focused on determining the satisfiability 
of ~6’ and extracting the new equations; in contrast, step (c) of global substitution using the 
new equations incurs no cost. 
For !RLinEqn, the size of CQ can be large, even though the finally obtained equations may 
not be. For example, if C contained just xl = u - u, x2 = u - w, x3 = w - u, and c were 
y = x I + x2 +x3, then c0 is as big as C. Upon rearrangement, however, the finally obtained 
new equation is simply y = 0. Next, the substitution phase using the new equation also 
can enlarge the equations in C (even if temporarily), and rearrangement is needed in each 
equation substituted upon. In general, however, the above beliefs hold in practice, and the 
algorithm behaves incrementally. 
We next consider the domain RI whose universally used solved form (due to [60]) 
is like that of 37, with one important change: constraints are represented in the form 
Xl = t1;.. , x, = t,, where each ti is an arbitrary term structure. Thus, this solved form 
differs from that of 31 in that the ti can contain the variables xj, and hence Algorithm 
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1 is not directly applicable. It is easy to show that a constraint is satisfiable iff it has 
such a solved form, and further, the solved form is a fairly explicit representation of the 
set of all solutions (although not as explicit as the solution forms for F7 or !RLin~qn). A 
straightforward satisfiability algorithm [60] is roughly as follows. Let x stand for a variable, 
and s and t stand for nonvariable terms. Now, perform the following rewrite rules until none 
is applicable. (a) Discard each x = x; (b) for any x = y, replace x by y throughout; (c) 
replace t = x by x = t; (d) replace f(sl, . . . , s,) = f(tl, . . , t,), n L 0, by n equations 
si = ti, 1 5 i 5 n; (e) replace f(...) = g(...) by false (and thus the entire colIection of 
constraints is unsatisfiable); (f) replace every pair of equations x = tl , x = t2, and say tl 
is not bigger than t2, by x = tl, tl = t2. Termination needs to be argued, but we will leave 
the details to [60]. 
We now discuss algorithms which do not fit exactly with Algorithm 1, but which employ 
a solved form. Consider first the Simplex algorithm for the domain RLi,. The basic step 
of one pivoting operation within this algorithm is essentially the same as Algorithm 1. 
The arguments for incrementality for Algorithm 1 thus apply. The main difference from 
Algorithm 1 is that, in general, several pivoting operations are required to produce the final 
solved form. However, empirical evidence from CLP systems has shown that, often, the 
number of pivoting operations is small [ 1331. 
In the Boolean domain, Boolean unification algorithms [ 1851 conform to the structure 
of Algorithm 1. One unification algorithm is essentially due to Boole, and we borrow the 
following presentation from [ 1091. Without loss of generality, assume the constraints are 
of the form t (x1, . , x,) = 0 where the xi are the variables in t. Assuming II )_ 2, rewrite 
t = 0 into the form 
so that the problem for t = 0 can be reduced to that of 
-g(m,..., xn_l) A h(x1,. . . ,X,-l) = 0 
which contains one less variable. If this equation is satisfiable, then the “assignment” 
x, =h(.q,... ,x,-l)~-g(xl,..~,x,-l)Ayn 
where y,, is a new variable describes all the possible solutions for xn. This reduction clearly 
can be repeatedly applied until we are left with the straightforward problem of deciding 
the satisfiability of equations of the form c A x 6~ u = 0 where t and u are ground. The 
unifier desired is given simply by collecting (and substituting out all assigned variables in) 
the assignments, such as that for x, above. 
The key efficiency problem here is, of course, that the variable elimination process gives 
rise to larger expressions, an increase which is exponential in the number of eliminated 
variables, in the worst case. So even though this algorithm satisfies the structure of Algorithm 
1, it does not satisfy our assumption about the size of expressions obtained after substitution, 
and hence our general argument for incrementality does not apply here. Despite this, and 
the fact that Boole’s work dates far back, this method is still used, for example, in CHIP 
[451. 
Another unification algorithm is due to Liiwenhein, and we adapt the presentation of 
[ 1851 here. Let f(xl, . . . , x,) = 0 be the equation considered. Let a denote a solution. The 
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unifier is then simply given by 
Xi = Yi V f(l) A (Yi V ai), lsiln 
where the yi are new variables. The basic efficiency problem is, of course, to determine 
si. The obtained unifiers are only slightly larger than f, in contrast to Boole’s method. 
Thus, Lowenhein’s method provides a way of extending a constructive satisfiability test 
into a satisfiability test which has an incremental form. However, this method is not, to our 
knowledge, used in CLP languages. 
Other algorithms for testing the satisfiability of Boolean constraints are considerably 
different from Algorithm 1. The Groebner Basis algorithm produces a basis for the space 
of Boolean constraints implied by the constraint store. It is a solved form, but not a solution 
form. The remaining algorithms mentioned in the previous subsection do not have a solved 
form. The algorithm used in Prolog III retains the set of literals implied to be true by 
the constraints, but the normal form does not guarantee solvability: that must be tested 
beforehand. Enumeration algorithms have the same behavior: they exhibit a solution, and 
may retain some further information, but they do not compute a solved form. 
In the domain of feature trees F&Air, equations occur only between variables. Thus, 
Algorithm 1 does not address the whole problem. Existing algorithms [ 12, 2351 employ a 
solved form in which all implied equations between variables are explicit and there are no 
clashes of sort. Such solved forms are, in fact, solution forms. The implied equations are 
found by congruence closure, treating the features as (partial) functions, analogously to rule 
(d) in the algorithm for RI. 
In summary for this subsection, an important property for algorithms to decide satisfi- 
ability is that they have good average case behavior. More important, and even crucially 
so, is that the algorithm is incremental. Toward this goal, a common technique is to use a 
solved form representation for satisfiable constraints. 
10.4. Entailment 
Given satisfiable C, guard constraints G such that no constraint therein is entailed by C, and 
a new constraint c, the problem at hand is to determine the subset Gt of G of constraints 
entailed by C A c. We will also consider the problem of detecting groundness which is not, 
strictly speaking, an entailment problem. However, it is essentially the same as the problem 
of detecting groundness to a specific value, which is an entailment problem. In what follows, 
the distinction is unimportant. 
We next present a rule-of-thumb to determine whether an entailment algorithm is incre- 
mental in the sense discussed earlier. The important factor is not the number of constraints 
entailed after a change in the store, but instead, the number of constraints not entailed. That 
is, the algorithm must be able to ignore the latter constraints so that the costs incurred depend 
only on the number of entailed constraints, as opposed to the total number of guard con- 
straints. As in the case of incremental satisfiability, the property of incremental entailment 
is a crucial one for the implementation of practical CLP systems. 
We now briefly discuss modifications to some of the previously discussed algorithms for 
satisfiability, which provide for incremental entailment. 
Consider the domain 37, and suppose G contains only guard constraints of the form 
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x = t where t is some ground term.26 Add to a standard implementation of a unification 
algorithm an index structure mapping variables x to just those guard constraints in G which 
involve x. (See [46] for a detailed description.) Now, add to the process of constructing a 
solved form a check for groundness when variables are bound (and this is easily detectable). 
This gives rise to an incremental algorithm because the only guard constraints that are 
inspected are those x = t for which x has just become ground, and not the entire collection 
G. 
Just as with satisfiability, testing entailment is essentially the same over the domains R7- 
and FEd7. Four recent works have addressed this problem, all in the context of a CLP 
system, but with slightly differing constraint domains. We will discuss them all in terms of 
RI. With some modifications, these works can also apply to 37. 
In [235, 121, a theoretical foundation is built. [235] then proposes a concrete algorithm, 
very roughly as follows: the to-be-entailed constraint c is added to the constraint store C. 
The satisfiability tester has the capability of detecting whether c is entailed by or inconsistent 
with C. If neither is detected, then c’, essentially a simplified form of c, is stored and the 
effect of adding c to C is undone. Every time a constraint is added to C that affects c’, this 
entailment test is repeated (with c’ instead of c), 
The algorithm of [201] has some similarities to the previous algorithm, but avoids the 
necessity of undoing operations. Instead, operations that might affect C are delayed and/or 
performed on a special data-structure separate from C. Strong incrementality is claimed: if 
we replace average-case complexity by worst-case complexity, the algorithm satisfies our 
criterion for perfect incrementality. 
[205] goes beyond the problem of entailing equations to give an algorithm for entailment 
when both equations and disequations (f) are considered constraints. This algorithm has 
a rather different basis from those discussed above; it involves memoization of pairs of 
terms (entailments and disequations) and the use of a reduction of disequation entailment 
to several equation entailments. 
For %(1LinEqn, let G contain arbitrary equations e. Add to the algorithm which constructs 
the solved form a representation of each such equation e in which all eliminable variables 
are substituted out. Note, however, that even though these equations are stored with the 
other equations in the constraint store, they are considered as a distinct collection, and 
they play no direct role in the question of satisfiability of the current store. For example, a 
constraint store containing x = z + 3, y = z + 2 would cause the guard equation y + z = 4 
to be represented as z = 1. It is easy to show that a guard equation e is entailed iff its 
representation reduces to the trivial form 0 = 0, and similarly, the equation is refuted if 
its representation is of the form 0 = n where n is a nonzero number. (In our example, 
the guard equation is entailed or refuted just in case z becomes ground.) In order to have 
incrementality, we must argue that the substitution operation is often applied only to very 
few of the guard constraints. This is tantamount o the second assumption made to argue 
the incrementality of Algorithm 1. Hence, we believe our algorithm is incremental. 
We move now to the domain !RL~~, but allow only equations in the guard constraints 
G. Here, we can proceed as in the above discussion for %LinEqn to obtain an incremental 
algorithm, but we will have the further requirement that the constraint store contains all 
implicit equalities27explicitly represented as equations. It is then still easy to show that the 
26As mentioned above, this discussion will essentially apply to guard constraints of the form ground(x). 
“These are equalities which are entailed by the store because of the presence of inequalities. For example, 
the constraint store x + y 5 3, x + y > 3 entails the implicit equality x + y = 3. 
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entailment of a guard equation e need be checked only when the representation of e is trivial. 
The argument for incrementality given above for ~~~~~~~ essentially holds here, provided 
that the cost of computing implicit equalities is sufficiently low. 
There are two main works on the detection of implicit equalities in CLP systems over 
%Lin. In [243], the existence of implicit equalities is detected by the appearance of an 
equation of a special kind in the Simplex tableau at the end of the satisfiability checking 
process. Such an equation indicates some of the implicit equalities, but more pivoting 
(which, in turn, can give rise to more special equations) is generally required to find all 
of them. An important characteristic of this algorithm is that the extra cost incurred is 
proportional to the number of implicit equalities. This method is used in CLP(R) and 
Prolog III. CHIP uses a method based on [ 1141. In this method, a solved form which is 
more restrictive than the usual Simplex solved form is used. An equation in this form does 
not contribute to any implicit equality, and a whole tableau in this solved form implies that 
there are no implicit equalities. The basic idea is then to maintain the constraints in the 
solved form, and when a new constraint is encountered, the search for implicit equalities 
can be first limited to variables in the new constraint. One added feature of this solved form 
is that it directly accommodates trict inequalities and disequations. 
Next still consider the domain %Lin, but now allow inequalities to be in G. Here, it is 
not clear how to represent a guard inequality, say x 1 5, in such a way that its entailment 
or refutation is detectable by some simple format in its representation. Using the Simplex 
tableau format as a solved form as discussed above, and using the same intuition as in 
the discussion of guard equations, we could substitute out x in x > 5 in case x is basic. 
However, it is not clear to which format(s) we should limit the resulting expression in order 
to avoid explicitly checking whether x > 5 is entailed.**Thus, an incremental algorithm 
for checking the entailment of inequalities is yet to be found. 
For KWC, there seems to be a similar problem in detecting the entailment of Boolean 
constraints. However, in the case of groundness entailment, some of the algorithms we 
have previously discussed are potentially incremental. The Prolog III algorithm, in fact, is 
designed with the detection of groundness as a criterion. The algorithm explicitly repre- 
sents all variables that are grounded by the constraints. The Groebner basis algorithm will 
also contain in its basis an explicit representation of grounded variables. Finally, for the 
unification algorithms, the issue is clearly the form of the unifier. If the unifier is in fully 
simplified form, then every ground variable will be associated to a ground value. 
In summary for this subsection, the problem of detecting entailment is not limited just to 
the cost of determining if a particular constraint is entailed. Incrementality is crucial, and 
this property can be defined roughly as limiting the cost to depend on the number of guard 
constraints affected by each change to the store. In particular, dealing (even briefly) with 
the entire collection of guard constraints each time the store changes is unacceptable. 
Below, in Section 11.1, an issue related to entailment is taken up. Here, we have focused 
on how to adapt the underlying satisfiability algorithm to be incremental for determining 
entailment. There, we will consider the generic problem, independent of the constraint 
domain, of managing delayed goals which awaken when certain constraints become entailed. 
28And this can, of course, be done, perhaps even efficiently, but the crucial point is, once again, that we 
cannot afford to do this every time the store changes. 
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10.5. Projection 
The problem at hand is to obtain a useful representation of the projection of constraints 
C w.r.t. a given set of variables. More formally, the problem is: given target variables f 
and constraints C(f, 1) involving variables from ff and jj, express 3y C(Z, y) in the most 
usable form. While we cannot define usability formally, it typically means both conciseness 
and readability. An important area of use is the output phase of a CLP system: the desired 
output from running a goal is the projection of the answer constraints with respect o the goal 
variables. Here, it is often useful to have only the target variables output (although, depending 
on the domain, this is not always possible). For example, the output of x = z + 1, y = z_ f 2 
w.r.t. to x and y should be x = y - 1 or some rearrangement of this, but it should not 
involve any other variable. Another area of use is in meta-programming where a description 
of the current store may be wanted for further manipulation. For example, projecting 9?Lin 
constraints onto a single variable x can show if x is bounded, and if so, this bound can 
be used in the program. Projection also provides the logical basis for eliminating variables 
from the accumulated set of constraints once it is known that they will not be referred to 
again. 
There are few general principles that guide the design of projection algorithms across 
the various constraint domains. The primary reason is, of course, that these algorithms have 
to be intimately related to the domain at hand. We therefore will simply resort to briefly 
mentioning existing approaches for some of our sample domains. 
The projection problem is particularly simple for the domain 37: the result of projection 
is 5 = 33 where 8 is the substitution obtained from the solved form of C. Now, we have 
described above that this solved form is simply the mgu of C, that is, equations whose r.h.s. 
does not contain any variable on the 1.h.s. For example, x = f(y), y = f(z) would have the 
solved formx = f(f(z)), y = f(z). However, theequations x = f(y), y = f(z) are more 
efficiently stored internally as they are (and this is done in actual implementations). The 
solved form for x therefore is obtained only when needed (during unification, for example) 
by fully dereferencing y in the term f(y). A direct representation of the projection of C on 
a variable x, as required in a printout for example, can be exponential in the size of C. This 
happens, for example, if C is of the formx = f(xl, xl), x1 = f(x2, x2), . -., xn = f(a, a) 
because x0 would contain 2”+t occurrences of the constant a. A solution would be to 
present the several equations equivalent to x = x0, such as the n + 1 equations in this 
example. This, however, is a less explicit representation of the projection; for example, it 
would not always be obvious if a variable were ground. 
Projection in the domain RI can be done by simply presenting those equations whose 
1.h.s. is a target variable and, recursively, all equations whose l.h.s. appears in anything 
already presented. Such a straightforward presentation is, in general, not the most compact. 
For example, the equation x = f(f(x, x), f( x,x)) is best presented as x = f(x, x). In 
general, the problem of finding the most compact representation is roughly equivalent to 
the problem of minimizing states in a finite state automaton [60]. 
For !BL~~Q,,, the problem is only slightly more complicated. Recall that equations are 
maintained in parametric form, with eliminable and parametric variables. A relatively simple 
algorithm can be obtained by using a form of Gaussian elimination, and is informally 
described in Figure 1. It assumes there is some ordering on variables, and ensures that 
lower priority variables are represented in terms of higher priority variables. This ordering 
is arbitrary, except for the fact that the target variables should be of higher priority than 
other variables. We remark that a crucial point for efficiency is that the main loop in Figure 
1 iterates 12 times, and this number (the number of target variables) is often far smaller than 
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let xl,. . . , x, be the target variables; 
for(i=l;iIn;i=i+l)( 
if (Xi is a parameter) continue; 
let e denote the equation xi = r.h.s.(xi) at hand; 
if (r.h.s.(xi) contains a variable z of lower priority than x;) ( 
choose the z of lowest priority; 
rewrite the equation e into the form z = t; 
if (z is a target variable) mark the equation e as&al; 
substitute t for z in the other equations ; 
} else mark the equation e asfinal; 
return all final equations; 
FIGURE 1. Projection algorithm for linear equations. 
the total number of variables in the system. More details on this algorithm can be found in 
[132]. 
For RLin, there is a relatively simple projection algorithm. Assume all inequalities are 
written in a standard form . . 5 0. Let C,’ (CL) denote the subset of constraints C in 
which x has only positive (negative) coefficients. Let C,” denote those inequalities in C 
not containing x at all. We can now describe an algorithm, due to Fourier [91], which 
eliminates a variable x from a given C. If constraints c and c’ have a positive and a negative 
coefficient of x, we can define elim,(c, c’) to be a linear combination of c and c’, which 
does not contain x.‘~A Fourier step eliminates x from a set of constraints C by computing 
F,(C) = {elim,(c, c’) : c E C,‘, c’ E CF}. It is easy to show that 3xC t, F,(C). Clearly, 
repeated applications of F eliminating all nontarget variables result in an equivalent set of 
constraints in which the only variables (if any) are target variables. 
The main problem with this algorithm is that the worst-case size of F, (C) is 0 (N’) where 
N is the number of constraints in C. (It is, in fact, precisely lC$)l+ (IC$l x IC;l) - (IC$l+ 
IC;l).) In principle, the number of constraints needed to describe 3, C using inequalities 
over variables vu(C) - (x) is far larger than the number of inequalities in C. In practice, 
however, the Fourier step generates many redundant constraints.30See [ 1591 for a discussion 
on such redundancy. Work by cernikov [48] proposed tests on the generated constraints 
to detect and eliminate some redundant constraints. The output module of the CLP(R) 
system [ 1321 furthered these ideas, as did Imbert [ 1251. (Imbert [ 1241 also considered the 
more general problem in which there are disequations.) All these redundancy elimination 
methods are correct in the following sense: if {Ci}i=t,2,,,. is the sequence of constraints 
generated during the elimination of variables xt , . . , xi from C, then Ci * 3x1 . . xi C, 
for every i . 
The survey [52] contains further perspectives on the Fourier variable elimination tech- 
nique. 
290btained, for example, by multiplying cby 1 /m and c’ by (- 1 /m’), where m and m’ are the coefficients 
of x in c and c’, respectively, and then adding the resulting equations together. 
3oA constraint c E C is redundant in C if C c, C - [c). 
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It also contains a discussion on how the essential technique of Fourier can be adapted to 
perform projection in other domains such as linear integer constraints and the Boolean 
domain. 
We finish here by mentioning the non-Fourier algorithms of [123, 1581. In some circum- 
stances, especially when the matrix representing the constraints is dense, the algorithm of 
[ 1231 can be far more efficient. It is, however, believed that typical CLP programs produce 
sparse matrices. The algorithm of [ 1581 has the advantageous property that it can produce 
an approximation of the projection if the size of the projection is unmanageably large. 
10.6. Backtracking 
The issue here is to restore the state of the constraint solver to a previous state (or, at 
least, an equivalent state). The most common technique, following Prolog, is the trailing of 
constraints when they are modified by the constraint solver and the restoration of these con- 
straints upon backtracking. In Prolog, constraints are equations between terms, represented 
internally as bindings of variables. Since variables are implemented as pointers to their 
bound values,31 backtracking can be facilitated by the simple mechanism of an untagged 
trail [261,6]. This identifies the set of variables which have been bound since the last choice 
point. Upon backtracking, these variables are simply reset to become unbound. Thus, in 
Prolog, the only information to be trailed is which variables have just become bound, and 
untrailing simply unbinds these variables. 
For CLP in general, it is necessary to record changes to constraints. While in Prolog a 
variable’s expression simply becomes more and more instantiated during (forward) execu- 
tion, in CLP, an expression may be completely changed from its original form. In ~~~~~~~~ 
for example, a variable x may have an original linear form and subsequently another. As- 
suming that a choice point is encountered just before the change in x, the original linear form 
needs to be trailed in case of backtracking. This kind of requirement, in fact, holds in all our 
sample domains with the exception of .7=7 and RI. Thus, we have our first requirement 
on our trailing mechanism: the trail is a value trail, that is, each variable is trailed together 
with its associated expression. (Strictly speaking, we need to trail constraints rather than the 
expression to which a variable is associated. However, constraints are typically represented 
internally as an association between a variable and an expression. ) 
Now, the trailing of expressions is, in general, far more costly than the trailing of the 
variables alone. For this reason, it is often useful to avoid trailing when there is no choice 
point between the time a variable changes value from one expression to another. A standard 
technique facilitating this involves the use of time stumps: a variable is always time stamped 
with the time that it last changed value, and every choice point is also time stamped when 
created. Now, just before a variable’s value is to be changed, its time stamp n is compared 
with the time stamp m of the most recent choice point, and if n > m, clearly, no trailing is 
needed.32 
Next consider the use of a cross-reference table for solved forms, such as those discussed 
for the arithmetic domains, which use parametric variables. This is an index structure which 
maps each parametric variable to a list of its occurrences in the solved form. Such a structure 
is particularly useful, and can even becrucial for efficiency, in the process of substituting out 
a parametric variable (step (c) in Algorithm 10.1). However, its use adds to the backtracking 
31Recall that this means that eliminable variables are not explicitly dereferenced on the r.h.s. of the 
equations in the solved form. 
321n Prolog, one can think of the stack position of a variable as the time stamp. 
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problem. A straightforward approach is to simply trail the entries in this table (according to 
time stamps). However, since these entries are, in general, quite large, and since the cross- 
reference table is redundant from a semantic point of view, a useful approach is to reconstruct 
the table upon backtracking. The details of such reconstruction are straightforward but 
tedious, and hence are omitted here; see [ 1331 for the case of the CLP(R) system. A final 
remark: this reconstruction approach has the added advantage of incurring cost only when 
backtracking actually takes place. 
In summary, backtracking in CLP is substantially more complex than in Prolog. Some 
useful concepts to be added to the Prolog machinery are as follows: a value trail (and, 
in practice, a tagged trail as well because most systems will accommodate variables of 
different types, for example, the functor and arithmetic variables in CLP(R)); time stamps, 
to avoid repeated trailing for a variable during the lifetime of the same choice point; and 
finally, reconstruction of cross-references, rather than trailing. 
11. INFERENCE ENGINE 
This section deals with extensions to the basic inference engine for logic programming 
needed because of constraints. What follows contains two main sections. In the first, we 
consider the problem of an incremental algorithm to manage a collection of delayed goals 
and constraints. This problem, discussed independently of the particular constraint domain 
at hand, reduces to the problem of determining which elements of a given set of guard 
constraints (cf. Section 9) are affected as a result of change to the constraint store. The next 
section discusses extensions to the WAM, in both the design of the instruction set as well 
as in the main elements of the runtime structure. Finally, we give a brief discussion of work 
on parallel implementations. 
11.1. Delaying/Wakeup of Goals and Constraints 
The problem at hand is to determine when a delayed goal is to be awakened or when a passive 
constraint becomes active. The criterion for such an event is given by a guard constraint, 
that is, awaken the goal or activate the constraint when the guard constraint is entailed by the 
store.s31n what follows, we use the term delayed constraint to be synonymous with passive 
constraint to emphasize the similarities with delayed goals. 
The underlying implementation issue, as far as the constraint solver is concerned, is how 
to efficiently process just those guard constraints that are affected as a result of a new input 
constraint.34Specifically, to achieve incrementality, the cost of processing a change to the 
current collection of guard constraints should be related to the guard constraints affected by 
the change, and not to all the guard constraints. The following two items seem necessary to 
achieve this end. 
First is a representation of what further constraints are needed so that a given guard 
constraint is entailed. For example, consider the delayed CLP(R) constraint pot@, y, z) 
(meaning x = yZ) which, in general, awaits the grounding of two of the three variables 
x , y , z. In constrast, the constraint pow (1, y , z) only awaits the grounding of y (to a nonzero 
33For guarded clauses, the problem is extended to determining which clause is to be chosen. 
34However, significant changes to the inference engine are needed to handle delayed goals and guarded 
clauses. But these issues are the same as those faced by extending logic programming systems to implement 
delayed goals and/or guarded clauses (see, for example, [250]). 
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FIGURE 2. Wakeup system for POW/~. 
number) or z (to 1). In general, a delayed constraint is awakened by not one, but a conjunction 
of several input constraints. When a subset of such input constraints has already been 
encountered, the runtime structure should relate the delayed constraint to (the disjunction 
of) just the remaining kinds of constraints which will awaken it. 
Second, we require some index structure which allows immediate access to just the 
guard constraints affected as the result of a new input constraint. The main challenge is 
how to maintain such a structure in the presence of backtracking. For example, if changes 
to the structure were trailed using some adaptation of Prolog techniques [261], then a cost 
proportional to the number of entries can be incurred even though no guard constraints are 
affected. 
The following material is a condensation of [ 1341. 
11.1.1. WAKEUP SYSTEMS. For the purposes of this section, we will describe an instance 
of a constraint in the form ~($1, . s . , $,) A C where p is the n-ary constraint symbol at 
hand,$J,,..,$, are distinguished variables used as templates for the arguments of p, and 
C is a constraint (which determines the values of $1, . . , $n). 
A wakeup degree represents a subset of the p constraints, and a wakeup system consists 
of a set of wakeup degrees, and further, these degrees are organized into an automaton where 
transitions between degrees are labeled by constraints called wakeup conditions.351ntuitively, 
a transition occurs when a wakeup condition becomes entailed by the store. There is a dis- 
tinguished degree called woken which represents active p constraints. We proceed now with 
an example. 
Consider the CLP(R) constraint pow(x, y, z) and see Figure 2. A wakeup degree may 
be specified by means of constraints containing $1, . . . , $3 (for describing the three argu- 
ments) and some meta-constants #, #I, #2, . . . (for describing unspecified values). Thus, 
for example, $2 = # specifies that the second argument is ground. Such a meta-language 
can also be used to specify the wakeup conditions. Thus, for example, the wakeup con- 
15These are templates for the guard constraints. 
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dition $2 = #, # <> 0, # <> 1 attached to the bottommost degree in Figure 2 repre- 
sents a transition of a constraint pow($l, $2, $3) A C, where C does not ground $2, into 
pow($l , $2, $3) A C A c, where C A c does ground $2 into a number different from 0 
and 1. The wakeup condition $2 = 1, which represents a transition to the degree wo- 
ken, represents the fact that pow($l, 1, $3) is an active constraint (equivalent to $1 = 1). 
Similarly, $3 = 1 represents the transition to the active constraint $1 = $2. Note that 
there is no wakeup condition $2 = 0 because pow($l, 0, $3) (which is equivalent to 
($1 = 0 A $3 # 0) V ($1 = 1 A $3 = 0)) is not active. 
In general, there will be certain requirements on the structure of such an automaton to 
ensure that it does, in fact, define a mapping from p constraints into wakeup degrees, and 
that this mapping satisfies certain properties such as: it defines a partition, it maps only 
active constraints into woken, it is consistent with the wakeup conditions specifying the 
transitions, etc. A starting point will be a formalization of the meta-language used. These 
formal aspects are beyond the scope of this survey. 
In summary, wakeup systems are an intuitive way to specify the organization of guard 
constraints. The wakeup degrees represent he various different cases of a delayed constraint 
which should be treated differently for efficiency reasons. Associated with each degree is a 
number of wakeup conditions which specify when an input constraint changes the degree 
of a delayed constraint. What is intended is that the wakeup conditions represent all the 
situations in which the constraint solver can efficiently update its knowledge about what 
further constraints are needed to wake the delayed constraint. 
Before embarking on the runtime structure to implement delayed constraints such as 
pow, we amplify the above-mentioned point about the similarities between delayed con- 
straints and guarded clauses. Consider the guarded clause program: 
POW(X,Y,Z) :- Y=l 1 x=1. 
pow(X,Y,Z) :- ground(X), X#O, ground(Y), Yfl 1 Z=log(X)/log(Y). 
POW(X,Y.Z) :- ground(X), X#O, ground(Z) 1 Y='&. 
POW(X,Y,Z) :- ground(Y), Yfl, ground(Z) ) X=Y'. 
POW(X,Y,Z) :- x=0 1 Y=O, Z#O. 
POW(X,Y,Z) :- z=o 1 x=1. 
POW(X,Y,Z) :- Z=l 1 X=Y. 
This program could be compiled into the wakeup system in Figure 2, where the three 
intermediate nodes reflect subexpressions in the guards that might be entailed without the 
entire guard being entailed. (More precisely, several woken nodes would be used, one for 
each clause body.) Thus, wakeup systems express a central part of the implementation of 
(flat) guarded clauses. Since a guarded atom can be viewed as a one-clause guarded clause 
program for an anonymous predicate, wakeup systems are also applicable to implementing 
these constructs. 
11.1.2. RUNTIME STRUCTURE. Here, we present an implementational framework in 
the context of a given wakeup system. There are three major operations with delayed 
goals or delayed constraints which correspond to the actions of delaying, awakening, and 
backtracking: 
I. adding a goal or delayed constraint to the current collection; 
2. awakening a delayed goal or delayed constraint as the result of inputting a new 
(active) constraint, and 
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3. restoring the entire runtime structure to a previous state, that is, restoring the col- 
lection of delayed goals and delayed constraints to some earlier collection, and 
restoring all auxiliary structures accordingly. 
In what follows, we concentrate on delayed constraints; as mentioned above, the constraint 
solver operations to handle delayed goals and guarded clauses are essentially the same. 
The first of our two major structures is a stack containing the delayed constraints. Thus, 
implementing operation 1 simply requires a push operation. Additionally, the stack contains 
constraints which are newer forms of constraints deeper in the stack. For example, if the 
constraint pow(x, y, z) were in the stack, and if the input constraint y = 3 were encoun- 
tered, then the new constraint pow(x, 3, z) would be pushed, together with a pointer from 
the latter to the former. In general, the collection of delayed constraints contained in the 
system is described by the sub-collection of stacked constraints which have no inbound 
pointers. 
Now consider operation 2. In order to implement this efficiently, it is necessary to have 
some access structure mapping an entailed constraint to just those delayed constraints af- 
fected. Since there are, in general, an infinite number of possible entailed constraints, a 
finite classification of them is required. A guard constraint, or simply guard for short, 
is an instance of a wakeup condition obtained by renaming the distinguished argument 
variables $i into runtime variables. It is used as a template for describing the collection 
of entailed constraints (its instances) which affect the same subcollection of delayed con- 
straints. For example, suppose that the only delayed constraint is pow(5, y, z) whose degree 
is pow(#, $2, $3) with wakeup conditions $2 = # and $3 = #. Then only two guards need 
be considered: y = # and z = #. 
We now specify an index structure which maps a delayed constraint into a doubly linked 
list of occurence nodes. Each node contains a pointer to a stack element containing a 
delayed constraint.36Corresponding to each occurrence node is a reverse pointer from the 
stack element to the occurrence node. Call the list associated with a delayed constraint DW 
a DW-list, and call each node in the list a VW-occurrence node. 
Initially, the access structure is empty. The following specifies what is done for the basic 
operations: 
Delay Push the constraint C onto the stack, and for each wakeup condition associated 
with (the degree of) C, create the corresponding guard and DW-list. All occurrence 
nodes here are pointed to C. 
Process Entailment Say x = 5 is now entailed. Find all guards which are implied by 
x = 5. If there are none, we are done. Otherwise, for each DW-list L corresponding 
to each of these conditions, and for each constraint C = p(...) A C’ pointed to in L, 
(a) delete all occurrence nodes pointing to C (using the reverse pointers), push the 
new delayed constraint C” = p(...) A C’ A x = 5 with a (downward) pointer to C, 
and finally, (c) construct the new DW-lists corresponding to C” as defined above 
for the delay operation. 
Backtrack Restoring the stack during backtracking is easy because it only requires a 
series of pops. Restoring the list structure, however, is not as straightforward because 
no trailing/saving of the changes was performed. In more detail, the operation of 
backtracking is the following. (a) Pop the stack, and let C denote the constraint 
36The total number of occurrence nodes is generally larger than the number of delayed constraints. 
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FIGURE 3. The index structure. 
just popped. (b) Delete all occurrence nodes pointed to by C. If there is no pointer 
from C (and so it was a constraint that was newly delayed) to another constraint 
deeper in the stack, then nothing more need be done. (c) If there is a pointer from 
C to another constraint C’ (and so C is the reduced form of C’), then perform the 
modifications to the access structure as though C’ were being pushed onto the stack. 
These modifications, described above, involve computing the guards pertinent to C’, 
inserting occurrence nodes, and setting up reverse pointers. 
Note that the index structure obtained in backtracking may not be structurally the 
same as that of the previous state. What is important, however, is that it depicts the 
same logical structure as that of the previous state. 
Figure 3 illustrates the entire runtime structure after the two constraints pow(x, y, Z) and 
pow(y, x, y) are stored, in this order. Figure 4 illustrates the structure after a new input 
constraint makes x = 5 entailed. 
In summary, a stack is used to store delayed constraints and their reduced forms. An ac- 
cess structure maps a finite number of guards to lists of delayed constraints. The constraint 
solver is assumed to identify those conditions which are entailed. The cost of one primitive 
operation on delayed constraints (delaying a constraint, upgrading the degree of one de- 
layed constraint, including awakening the constraint, and undoing the delay/upgrade of one 
constraint) is bounded by the (fixed) size of the underlying wakeup system. The total cost 
of an operation (delaying a new constraint, processing an entailed constraint, backtracking) 
on delayed constraints is proportional to the number of the delayed constraints affected by 
the operation. 
II.2. Abstract Machine 
This section discusses some major issues in the design of an abstract machine for the 
execution of CLP programs. The primary focus here will be on the design of the instruction 
set, with emphasis on the interaction between their use and information obtained from a 
potential program analyzer. Some elements of the runtime structure will also be mentioned. 




FIGURE 4. The index structure after x = 5 is entailed. 
In general, the essential features of the parts of an abstract machine dealing with con- 
straints will differ greatly over CLP languages using different constraint domains. This is 
exemplified in the literature on CLP(R) [ 1351, CHIP [3], and CLP(FD) [75]. The following 
presentation, although based on one work [ 1351, contains material that is relevant to abstract 
machines for many CLP languages. 
We begin by arguing that an abstract machine is the right approach in the first place. 
Abstract machines have been used for implementing programming languages for many 
reasons. Portability is one: only an implementation of the abstract machine needs to be made 
available on each platform. Another is simply convenience: it is easier to write a native code 
compiler if the task is first reduced to compiling for an abstract machine that is semantically 
closer to the source language. The best abstract machines sit at just the right point on the 
spectrum between the conceptual clarity of the high-level source language and the details 
of the target machine. In doing so, they can often be used to express programs in exactly the 
right form for tackling the efficiency issues of a source language. For example, the Warren 
Abstract Machine [261,6] revolutionized the execution of Prolog since translating programs 
to the WAM exposed many opportunities for optimization that were not apparent at the 
source level. The benefit from designing an appropriate abstract machine for a given source 
language can be so great that even executing the abstract instruction code by interpretation 
can lead to surprisingly efficient implementations of a language. Many commercial Prolog 
systems compile to WAM-like code. Certainly, more efficiency can be obtained from native 
code compilation, but the step that made Prolog usable was that of compiling to the WAM. 
While the WAM made Prolog practical, global analysis shows the potential of making 
another major leap. For example, [248] and [208] used fairly efficient analyzers to generate 
high quality native code. Based on certain examples, they showed that the code quality 
was comparable to that obtained from a C compiler. In the case of CLP, the opportunities 
for obtaining valuable information from analysis are even greater than in Prolog. This is 
because the constraint solving step is, in general, far more involved than the unification 
step. 
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11.2.1. INSTRUCTIONS. Next, we consider the design of an abstract machine instruction 
set, in addition to the basic instruction set of the WAM. While the examples presented will 
be for CLP(R), the discussions are made for CLP systems in general. More details on this 
material can be obtained from the theses [ 188, 2661. 
Our first requirement is a basic instruction for invoking the constraint solver. The format 
can be of the form 
solve-xxx X1 X2 . . . Xn 
where xxx indicates the kind of constraint and the Xi denotes the arguments. Typically, 
these arguments are, as in the WAM, stack locations or registers. For example, in CLP(R), 
there are instructions of the form ini tp f n and addpf n , X, where n is a number and 
X a (solver) variable. The former initializes a parametric form to contain just the number 
n. The latter adds an entry of the form n * pf(X) to the parametric form being stored in an 
accumulator, where pf(X) is the parametric form for X in the store. Thus, the accumulator 
in general stores an expression exp of the fOrIn n + nl*XI + . . + nk*Xk. Then, the 
instruction solve-eq0 tests for the consistency of exp = 0 in conjunction with the store. 
If consistent, the solver adds the equation to the store; otherwise, backtracking occurs. There 
are similar instructions for inequalities. 
There are important special kinds of constraints that justify making specialized versions 
of this basic instruction. While there are clearly many kinds of special cases, some specific 
to certain constraint domains, there are three cases which stand out: 
1. the constraint is to be added to the store, but no satisfiability check is needed; 
2. the constraint need not be added, but its satisfiability in conjunction with the store 
needs to be checked; 
3. the constraint needs to be added and satisfiability needs to be checked, but the 
constraint is never used later. 
To exemplify the special case 1, consider adding the constraint 5 + X - Y = 0 to the store. 
Suppose that Y = Z + 3.14 is already in the store, and that X is a new variable. A direct 
compilation results in the following. Note that the rightmost column depicts the current 
state of the accumulator. 
initpf 5 accumulator : 5 
addpf 1, X accumulator : 5 + X 
addpf -1, Y accumulator : 1.86 + X - Z 
solve_eqO solve : 1.86 + X - Z = 0 
A better compilation can be obtained by using a specialized instruction solveno- 
fail-eq X which adds the equation X = exp to the store, where exp is the expres- 
sion in the accumulator. The main difference here with solve-eq0 is that no satisfiability 
check is performed. For the above example, we now can have 
initpf -5 accumulator : -5 
addpf -1, Y accumulator : -1.86 + Z 
solveno-fail_eq X add : X = -1.86+ Z 
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In summary for this special case, for CLP systems in general, we often encounter con- 
straints which can be organized into a form such that its consistency with the store is 
obvious. This typically happens when a new variable appears in an equation, for example, 
and new variables are often created in CLP systems. Thus, the instructions of the form 
solve-no-fail-rxx are justified. 
Next, consider the special case 2, and the following example CLP(R) program. 
sum(0, 0). 
sum(N, X) :- 
N >= 1, 
Nl = N - 1, 
Xl = X - N, 
sum(N1, Xl). 
Of concern to us here are constraints that, if added to the store, can be shown to become 
redundant as a result of future additions to the store. This notion of future redundancy was 
first described in [ 1381. Now, if we execute the goal sum (N, X) using the second rule 
above, we obtain the subgoal 
?- N >= 1, Nl = N - 1, Xl = X - N, sum(N1, Xl). 
Continuing the execution, we now have two choices: choosing the first rule, we obtain the 
new constraint Nl = 0, and choosing the second rule, we obtain the constraint Nl > 1 
(among others). In each case, the original constraint N 1 1 is made redundant. The main 
point of this example is that the constraint N > 1 in the second rule should be implemented 
simply as a test, and not added to the constraint store. We hence define the new class of 
instructions solve_no_add_xxx. 
This example shows that future redundant constraints do occur in CLP systems. However, 
one apparent difficulty with this special case is the problem of detecting its occurrence. 
We will mention relevant work on program analysis below. Meanwhile, we remark that 
experiments using CLP(R) have shown that this special case leads to the most substantial 
efficiency gains compared to the other two kinds of special cases discussed in this section 
[ 188, 2661. 
Finally, consider special case 3. Of concern here are constraints which are neither entailed 
by the store as in case 1 nor are eventually made redundant as in case 2, but which are required 
to be added to the store, and checked for consistency. What makes these constraints special 
is that after they have been added to the store (and the store is recomputed into its new 
internal form), their variables appear in those parts of the store that are never again referred 
to. Consider the sum program once again. The following sequence of constraints arises 
from executing the goal sum ( 7, X) : 
(1) Xl = x-7 
(2) Xl’ = (X-7)-6 
(3) Xl” = ((X-7)-6)-5 
. . . . . 
Upon encountering the second equation X 1’ = Xl - 6 and simplifying into (2), note that 
the variable Xl will never be referred to in the future. Hence, equation (1) can be deleted. 
Similarly, upon encountering the third equation Xl” = Xl’ - 5 and simplifying into (3), 
the variable X 1’ will never be referred to in the future, and so (2) can be deleted. In short, 
only one equation involving X need be stored at any point in the computation. We hence add 
the class of instructions of the form add-and-delete X which informs the solver that, 
after considering the constraint associated to X, it may delete all structures associated to 
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X. In CLP(R), the corresponding instruction is addpf -and-delete n, X, the obvious 





















Note that a different set of instructions is required for the first equation from that required 
for the remaining equations. Hence, the first iteration needs to be unrolled to produce the 
most efficient code. The main challenge for this special case is, as in special case 2, the 
detection of the special constraints. We now address this issue. 
11.2.2. TECHNIQUES FOR CLP PROGRAM ANALYSIS. The kinds of program analysis re- 
quired to utilize the specialized instructions include those techniques developed for Prolog, 
most prominently, detecting special cases of unification and deterministic predicates. Al- 
gorithms for such analysis have become familiar; see [73, 741, for example. See [98], for 
example, for a description of how to extend the general techniques of abstract interpretation 
applicable in LP to CLP. Our considerations above, however, require rather specific kinds 
of analyses. 
Detecting redundant variables and future redundant constraints can, in fact, be done 
without dataflow analysis. One simple method involves unfolding the predicate definition 
(and typically once is enough), and then, in the case of detecting redundant variables, 
simply inspecting where variables occur last in the unfolded definitions. For detecting a 
future redundant constraint, the essential step is determining whether the donstraints in an 
unfolded predicate definition imply the constraint being analyzed. 
An early work describing these kinds of optimizations is [ 1381, and some further discus- 
sion can also be found in [ 1351. The latter first described the abstract machine CLAM for 
CLP(R), and the former first defined and examined the problem of our special case 2, that 
of detecting and exploiting the existence of future redundant constraints in CLP(R). More 
recently, [ 17 l] reported new algorithms for the problem of special case 3, that of detecting 
redundant variables in CLP(R). The work [ 1821 describes, in a more general setting, a 
collection of techniques (entitled refinement, removal, and reordering) for optimization in 
CLP systems. See also [184] for an overview of the status of CLP(R) optimization and 
[ 188, 2661 for detailed empirical results. 
Despite the potential of optimization as reported in these works, the lack of (full) imple- 
mentations leaves open the practicality of using these and other sophisticated optimization 
techniques for CLP systems in general. 
11.2.3. RUNTIME STRUCTURE. A CLP abstract machine requires the same basic runtime 
support as the WAM. Some data structures needed are a routine extension of those for the 
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WAM-the usual register, stack, heap, and trail organization. The main new structures 
pertain to the solver. Variables involved in constraints typically have a solver identifier, 
which is used to refer to that variable’s location in the solver data structures. 






Solver identljiers: It is often necessary to have a way to index from a variable to the 
constraints it is involved in. Since the WAM structure provides stack locations for 
the dynamically created variables, it remains just to have a tag and value structure 
to, respectively, (a) identify the variable as a solver variable, and (b) access the 
constraint(s) associated with this variable. Note that the basic unification algorithm, 
assuming functors are used in the constraint system, needs to be augmented to deal 
with this new type. 
Tagged trail: As mentioned in Section 10.6, the trail in the WAM merely consists of a 
stack of addresses to be reset on backtracking. In CLP systems in general, the trail is 
also used to store changes to constraints. Hence, a tagged value trail is required. The 
tags specify what operation is to be reversed, and the value component, if present, 
contains any old data to be restored. 
Time-stamped ata structures: Time stamps have been briefly discussed in Section 
10.6. The basic idea here is that the data structure representing a constraint may go 
through several changes without there being a new choice point encountered during 
this activity. Clearly, only one state of the structure need be trailed for each choice 
point. 
Constraint accumulator: A constraint is typically built up using a basic instruction 
repeatedly, for example, the addpf instruction in CLP(R). During this process, 
the partially constructed constraint is represented in an accumulator. One of the 
solve instructions then passes the constraint to the solver. We can think of this 
linear form accumulator as a generalization of the accumulator in classical computer 
architectures, accumulating a partially constructed constraint instead of a number. 
Parallel Implementations 
We briefly outline the main works involving CLP and parallelism. The opportunities for 
parallelism in CLP languages are those that arise, and have already been addressed, in the 
logic programming context (such as or-parallelism, and-parallelism, stream-parallelism), 
and those that arise because of the presence of a potentially computationally costly constraint 
solver. 
The first work in this area [ 1081 was an experimental implementation of an or-parallel 
CLP language with domain 3D. That approach has been pursued with the development of 
the ElipSys system [254], which is the most developed of the parallel implementations of 
CLP languages. 
Atay [ 15, 161 presents the or-parallelization of 2LP, a language that computes with linear 
inequalities over reals and integers, but in which rules do not have local variables.37Another 
work deals with the or-parallel implementation of a CLP language over 3D on massively 
parallel SIMD computers [252]. However, the basis for the parallelism is not the nonde- 
terministic choice of rules, as in conventional LP or-parallelism, but the nondeterministic 
choice of values for a variable. 
37We say that a variable in a rule is local if it appears in the body of the rule, but not in the head. 
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Work on and-parallelism in logic programming depends heavily on notions of indepen- 
dence of atoms in a goal. [99] addresses this notion in a CLP context, and identifies notions 
of independence for constraint solvers which must hold if the advantages of and-parallelism 
in LP are to be fully realized in CLP languages. However, there has not, to our knowledge, 
been any attempt to produce an and-parallel implementation of a CLP language. 
Two works address both stream-parallelism and parallelism in constraint solving. GDCC 
[249] is a committed-choice language that can be crudely characterized as a committed- 
choice version of CAL. It uses constraints over domains of finite trees, Booleans, real 
numbers, and integers. [249] mainly discusses the parallelization of the Groebner basis 
algorithms, which are the core of the solvers for the real number and Boolean constraint 
domains, and a parallel branch-and-bound method that is used in the integer solver. Leung 
[ 1661 addresses the incorporation of constraint solving in both a committed-choice language 
and a language based on the Andorra model of computation. He presents distributed solvers 
for finite domains, the Boolean domain, and linear inequalities over the reals. The finite 
domain solver is based on [ 1071, the solver for the reals parallelizes the Simplex algorithm, 
and the Boolean solver parallelizes the unification algorithm of [45]. 
Finally, [43, 421 reports the design and initial implementation of CLP(R) with an ex- 
ecution model in which the inference engine and constraint solver compute concurrently 
and asynchronously. One of the issues addressed is backtracking, which is difficult when 
the engine and solver are so loosely coupled. 
Part III 
Programming and Applications 
In this final part, we discuss the practical use of CLP languages. The format here is essen- 
tially a selected list of successful applications across a variety of problem domains. Each 
application is given an overview, with emphasis on the particular programming paradigm 
and CLP features used. 
It seems useful to classify CLP applications broadly into two classes. In one class, the 
essential CLP technique is to use constraints and rules to obtain a transparent representation 
of the (relationships underlying the) problem. Here, the constraints also provide a powerful 
query language. The other class caters to the many problems which can be solved by 
enumeration algorithms, the combinatorial search problems. Here, the LP aspect of CLP 
is useful for providing the enumeration facility, while constraints serve to keep the search 
space manageable. 
12. MODELING OF COMPLEX PROBLEMS 
We consider here the use of CLP as a specification language: constraints allow the declarative 
interpretation of basic relationships, and rules combine these for complex relationships. 
12. I. Analysis and Synthesis of Analog Circuits 
This presentation is adapted from [ 1041, an early application of CLP(R). Briefly, the general 
methodology for representing properties of circuits is that constraints at a base level describe 
the relationship between variables corresponding to a subsystem, such as Ohm’s law, and 
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constraints at a higher level describe the interaction between these subsystems, such as 
Kirchhoff’s law. 
Consider the following program fragment defining the procedure circuit (N, V, 
I ) which specifies that, across an electrical network N, the potential difference and current 
are v and I, respectively. The network is specified in an obvious way by a term containing 
the functors resistor, series, and parallel. In this program, the first rule states 
the required voltage-current relationship for a resistor, and the remaining rules combine 
such relationships in a network of resistors. 
circuit(resistor(R), V, I) :- V = I * R. 
circuit(series(N1, N2), V, I) :- 
1 = 11, 
I = 12, 
v = Vl + v2, 
circuit(N1, Vl, 11). 
circuit(N2, V2, 12). 
circuit(parallel(N1, N2), V, I) :- 
v = Vl, v = v2, 
I = I1 + 12, 
circuit(N1, Vl, 11). 
circuit(N2, V2, 12). 
For example, the query 
?- circuit(series(series(resistor(R),resistor(R)),resistor(R)),V,5) 
asks for the voltage value if a current value of 5 is flowing through a network containing 
just three identical resistors in series. (The answer is R = 0 . 0666667 *V.) Additional 
rules can be added for other devices. For example, the piecewise linear model of a diode 
described by the voltage+urrent relationship 
1OV + 1000 if V < -100 
if - 100 5 V 5 0.6 
1OOV -60 if V > 0.6 
is captured by the rules 
circuit(diode, V, 10 * v + 1000) :- v < -100. 
circuit(diode, V, 0.0001 * V) :- -100 <= v, v <= 0.6. 
circuit(diode, V, 100 * V - 60) :- V > 0.6. 
This basic idea can be extended to model AC networks. For example, suppose we wish to 
reason about an RLC network in steady state. First, we dispense with complex numbers by 
representing X + i Y as a CLP(R) term c ( X , Y) , and use 
c_equal(c(Re, Im). c(Re. Im) ). 
c_add(c(Rel, Iml), c(Re2, Im2), c(Re1 + Re2, Id + IId)). 
cmult(c(Re1, Iml), c(Re2, Im2), c(Re3. Im3)) :- 
Re3 = Rel * Re2 - Iml * Im2, 
Im3 = Rel * Im2 + Re2 * Iml. 
to implement the basic complex arithmetic operations of equality, addition, and multiphca- 
tion. 
NOW, consider the following procedure circuit (N, V, I, W) which is like its 
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namesake above except that the voltage and current values are now complex numbers, and 
the new parameter W, a real number, is the angular frequency. It is noteworthy that this 
significant extension of the previous program fragment for circuit has been obtained so 
easily. 
circuit(resistor(R), V, I, W) :- c_mult(V, I, c(R. 0)). 
circuit(inductor(L), V, I, W) :- cmult(V, I, ~(0, W * L)). 
circuit(capacitor(C), V, I, W) :- cmult(V, I, c(0, -1 / (W * Cl)). 
circuit(series(N1, N2), V, I, W) :- 
c_equal(I, Il), c_equal(I, 12). 
c_add(V, Vl, V2). 
circuit(N1, Vl, 11, W), 
circuit(N2, V2, 12, W). 
circuit(parallel(N1, N2), V, I, W) :- 
c_equal(V, Vl), c_equal(V, V2), 
c_add(I, 11, 12). 
v = Vl, v = v2, 
I = 11 + 12, 
circuit(N1, Vl, 11, W), 
circuit(N2, V2, 12, W). 
We close this example application by mentioning that the work in [ 1041 not only contains 
further explanation of the above technique, but also addresses other problems such as the 
synthesis of networks and digital signal flow. Not only does the CLP approach provide a 
concise framework for modeling circuits (previously done in a more ad-hoc manner), but 
it also provides additional functionality because relationships, as opposed to values, are 
reasoned about. Evidence that this approach can be practical was given; for example, the 
modeling can be executed at the rate of about 100 circuit components per second on an 
RS6000 workstation. 
12.2. Options Trading Analysis 
Options are contracts whose value is contingent upon the value of some underlying asset. 
The most common type of option are those on company shares. A call option gives the 
holder the right to buy a fixed number of shares at a fixed exercise price until a certain 
maturity/expiration date. Conversely, aput option gives the holder the right to sell at a fixed 
price. The option itself may be bought or sold. For example, consider a call option costing 
$800 which gives the right to purchase 100 shares at $50 per share within some period of 
time. This call option can be sold at the current market price, or exercised at a cost of $5000. 
Now, if the price of the share is $60, then the option may be exercised to obtain a profit of 
$10 per share; taking the price of the option into account, the net gain is $200. After the 
specified period, the call option, if not exercised, becomes worthless. Figure 5 shows payoff 
diagrams, which are a simple model of the relationship between the value of a call option 
and the share price. Sell options have similar diagrams. Note that c denotes the cost of the 
option and x the exercise price. 
Options can be combined in arbitrary ways to form artificial financial instruments. This 
allows one to tailor risk and return in flexible ways. For example, the butterfly strategy in 
Figure 5 consists of buying two calls, one at a lower strike price x and one at a higher price 
z, and selling two calls at the middle strike price y. This makes a profit if the share stays 
around the middle strike price and limits the loss if the movement is large. 
The following presentation is due to Yap [266], based in his work using CLP(R). This 
material appeared in [ 1571, and the subsequently implemented OTAS system is described in 
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FIGURE 5. Payoff diagrams. 
[ 1221. There are several main reasons why CLP, and CLP(R) in particular, are suitable for 
reasoning about option trading: there are complex trading strategies used which are usually 
formulated as rules; there is a combinatorial aspect to the problem as there are many ways 
of combining options; a combination of symbolic and numeric computation is involved; 
there are well-developed mathematical valuation models and constraints on the relationships 
involved in option pricing; and finally, flexible “what-if” type analysis is required. 
A simple mathematical model of valuing options, and other financial instruments such 
as stocks and bonds, is with linear piecewise functions. Let the Heaviside function h and 
the ramp function r be defined as follows: 
h(x, Y) = 
Oifx >y 0 ifx >y 
1 otherwise 
and r(x, y) = 
y - x otherwise 
The payoff function for call and put options can now be described by the following matrix 
product which creates a linear piecewise function: 
payofs= [hl, h2, rl, r21 x 
where s is the share price, bi is either the strike price or 0, and hi and r-i are multipliers 
of the Heaviside and ramp functions. In the following program, the variables S , X, R, 
respectively, denote the stock price, the exercise price, and the interest rate. 
h(X, Y, 2) :- Y < X, 2 = 0. 
h(X, Y, 2) :- Y >= X, 2 = 1. 
r(X, Y, Z) :- Y -c X, Z = 0. 
r(X, Y, Z) :- Y >= X, Z = Y - X. 
value(Type, Buy-or-Sell, S, C, P, R, X. B, Payoff) :- 
sign(Buy_or_Sell. Sign). 
data(Type, S, C, P. R, X, B, Bl, B2. Hl. HZ. RI. RZ), 
h(B1, s, Al), h(B2, S, T2), r(B1, S. T3), r(B2, S, T4), 
Payoff = Sign*(Hl*Tl + H2*T2 + Rl*T3 + RZ*T4). 
The parameters for the piecewise functions can be expressed symbolically in the following 
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tables, implemented simply as CLP facts. 
sign(buy, -1). 
sign(sel1, 1). 
datacstock, S, C, P, R, X, B, 0, 0, S*R, 0, -1, 0). 
data(cal1, S, C, P, R, X, B, 0, X, C*R, 0, 0, -1). 
datacput, S, C, P, R, X, B, 0, X, P*R-X, 0. 1, -1). 
data(bond, S, C, P, R, X, B, 0, 0, B*R, 0, 0. 0). 
This program forms the basis for evaluating option combinations. The following direct 
query evaluates the sale of a call option that expires in-lhe-money:38 
?- Call = 5, X = 50, R = 1.05, S = 60, 
value(cal1, sell, S, Call, _, R, X, _, Payoff). 
giving the answer, Payoff = - 4 .7 5. More general queries make use of the ability to 
reason with inequalities. We can ask for what share price does the value exceed 5? 
?- Payoff > 5. C = 5, X = 50, R = 1.05, S = 60, 
value(cal1, sell, S, C, _, R, X, _, Payoff). 
The answer constraints returned39illustrates the piecewise nature of the model, 
Payoff = 5.25, S < 50; 
Payoff = 55.25 - S, 50 <= S, S <= 50.25. 
More complex combinations can be constructed by composing them out of the base financial 
instruments and linking them together with constraints. For example, the following is a 
combination of two calls and two puts, 
?- R = 0.1, Payoff = Payoff1 + Payoff2 + Payoff3 + Payoffl, 
Pl = 10, Kl = 20, value(put, sell, S, _, Pl, R, Kl, _, Payoffl), 
P2 = 18, K2 = 40, valuetput, buy, S, _, P2, R, K2, _, Payoffa), 
C3 = 18, K3 = 60, value(cal1, buy, S, C3, _, R, K3, _, Payoff31, 
C4 = 18, K4 = 60, valuetcall, sell, S, C4. _, R, K4, _, Payoff4). 
The answer obtained illustrates how combinations of options can be tailored to produce a 
custom linear piecewise payoff function. 
Payoff = 5.7, S < 20; 
Payoff = 25.7 - S, 20 <= S, S < 40; 
Payoff = -14.3, 40 <= S, S < 60; 
Payoff = S - 74.3, 60 <= S, S < 80; 
Payoff = 5.7, 80 <= S. 
The above is just a brief overview of the core ideas behind the work in [157]. Among 
the important aspects that are omitted are consideration of option pricing models, and 
details of implementing the decision support system OTAS [ 1221. As in the circuit modeling 
application described above, the advantages of using CLP(R) here are that the program is 
concise and that the query language is expressive. 
38That is, when the strike price is less than the share price. 
39We will use “;” to separate different sets of answer constraints in the output. 
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12.3. Temporal Reasoning 
It is natural and common to model time as an arithmetic domain, and indeed we do this 
in everyday life. Depending upon the application, a discrete representation (such as the 
integers) or a continuous representation (such as the reals) may be appropriate, and varying 
amounts of the arithmetic signature are needed (for example, we might use only the ordering, 
or use only a successor function). In this brief discussion, we assume that time is linearly 
ordered, although this is not a universally accepted choice [84]. 
Temporal logic [84] is often used as a language for expressing time-related concepts. 
Temporal logic adds to standard first-order logic such constructs as next (meaning, roughly, 
“in the next time instant”40 ),always (meaning“inevery futuretimeinstant”), andsometime 
(meaning “in some future time instant”). The language Templog [ 1] was designed based on 
a Horn-like subset of temporal logic in which the meaning of function symbols does not 
vary with time, but the meaning of predicate symbols does. It was shown in [39] that the 
operational behavior of Templog could be mimicked by a CLP language via the following 
natural translation: every predicate receives another argument, representing time. Then, at 
time t, next is represented by t’ = t + 1, and the future (for always and sometime) is 
represented by t’ 2 t. In later work [40], Brzoska has presented a more powerful temporal 
logic language which also can be viewed as, and implemented through, a CLP language. 
Often, we wish to manipulate the time parameter more directly than is possible in con- 
ventional temporal logic. For example, we may wish to express durations as well as times. 
We can do this if we include + in the signature of our domain modeling time. This is used, 
in applications to scheduling, among others, as discussed in Section 13. 
The use of simple constraint domains to model time has been explored extensively in the 
context of temporal databases. In this situation, an item of data might incorporate the time 
interval for which it is valid. Simple domains have been considered because of overriding 
requirements for quick and terminating execution of queries, as discussed in Section 7. 
Furthermore, often the restriction is made that only one or two arguments in a tuple are 
time-valued, with the other arguments taking constant values. [ 191 surveys work in this area 
using an integer model of time. 
13. COMBINATORIAL SEARCH PROBLEMS 
CLP offers an easy realization of enumeration algorithms for the solving of combinatorial 
problems. Given decision variables xl, . . , x,, one uses a CLP program schema of the form 
solve(X1, . . . , Xn) :- 
constraints(X1, . . . , Xn), 
enumerate(X1, . . . , Xn). 
to implement a “constrain-and-generate” enumeration strategy (also called implicit enumer- 
ation), as opposed to naive enumerate-and-test rategy, to curtail the search space. We refer 
to the basic text [ 1071, chapter 2, for further introductory material to this CLP approach. 
The above schema is used to represent he set of all solutions to the constraints. Often, 
one desires an optimal solution according to some criterion, say the solution at, . . , a, 
4oWe assume that time is modeled by the integers. 
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to Xl,“‘, xn that minimizes some given function cost(xt , . . . , xn). The simplest strat- 
egy to obtain this solution is simply to obtain and check each and every solution of 
solve. An easy improvement is obtained by augmenting the search with a branch-and- 
bound strategy. Briefly, the cost of the best solution encountered so far is stored and 
the continuing search is constrained to find only new solutions of better cost. More con- 
cretely, CLP systems typically provide predicates uch as minimize ( solve (Xl , . . . 
, Xn, Cost), BestCost) (and similarly maximize ( . . . )) where solve (Xl, 
. . . , Xn, Cost) serves to obtain one solution as explained above, with cost Cost, 
and BestCos t is a number representing the cost of the best solution found so far. (Ini- 
tially, this number can be any sufficiently large number.) It is assumed here that the proce- 
duresolve(X1, . . . , Xn, Cost) maintains a lower bound for a variable Cost, 
which is computed as the values of the decision variables are determined. The minimize 
procedure then essentially behaves as a repeated invocation of the goal ?- Cost < 
BestCost, solve(X1, . . . , Xn, Cost ) . In general, the choice of a suitable 
cost function can be difficult. Finally, we refer the reader to the text [ 1071 (section 4.5.1) 
for more a detailed explanation of how branch-and-bound is used in CLP systems. 
The constraint domain at hand is discrete and typically finite (since the enumeration must 
cover all candidate values for the sequence x1, . . , x,), and therefore constraint solving is 
almost always NP-hard. This, in turn, restricts implementations to the use of partial solvers, 
that is, not all constraints will be considered active. Recall that partial solvers are, however, 
required to be conservative in the sense that whenever unsatisfiability is reported, the tested 
constraints are indeed unsatisfiable. 
In general, the primary efficiency issues are: 
l How complete is the constraint solver? In general, there is tradeoff between the 
larger cost of a more complete solver and the smaller search space that such a solver 
can give rise to. 
l What constraints to use to model the problem? A special case of this issue concerns 
the use of redundant constraints, that is, constraints that do not change the meaning 
of the constraint store. In general, redundant constraints will slow down a CLP 
system with a complete solver. With partial solvers, however, redundant constraints 
may be useful to the solver in case the equivalent information in the constraint store 
is not active. 
l In which order do we choose the decision variables for enumeration? And should 
such order be dynamically determined? 
l In which order do we enumerate the values for a given decision variable? And should 
such order be dynamically determined? 
In this section, we will outline a number of CLP applications in specific combinatorial 
problem areas. In each subsection below, unless otherwise specified, we shall assume that 
the underlying constraint system is based on the integers. 
13.1. Cutting Stock 
The following describes a two-dimensional cutting stock problem pertaining to furniture 
manufacturing, an early application of CHIP [77]. We are given a sawing machine which 
cuts a board of wood into a number of different sized shelves. The machine is able to cut 
in several configurations, each of which determines the number of each kind of shelf, and 
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some amount of wood wasted. Let there be N different kinds of shelves and M different 
configurations. Let Si,j, 1 5 i 5 M, 1 5 j 5 N, denote the number of shelves j cut 
in configuration i. Let Wi, 1 5 i 5 M, denote the wastage in configuration i. Let Ri, 
1 ( i 5 N denote the number of shelves i required. The problem now can be stated as 
finding the configurations such that the required number of shelves is obtained and the 
wastage minimized. 
In [77], there were 6 kinds of shelves, 72 configurations, and the number of boards to be 
cut was fixed at 4. Two solutions were then presented, which we now paraphrase. 
Let Xi, 1 ( i 5 72, denote the number of boards cut according to configuration i. Thus, 
X1 + . . . + X72 = 4. The requirements on the number of shelves are expressed via the 
constraints X1 * Sl,j +. . . + X72 * S72,j > Rj for 1 5 j 5 N. The objective function, to be 
minimized, is Xl * W1 + . . . + X72 * W72. The straightforward program representation of 
all this is given below. The enumerate procedure has the range (0, 1,2, 3,4). Note that 
solve is run repeatedly in the search for the solution of lowest Cost. 
solve(x1, . . . , X72, Cost) :- 
X1 + . . . + X72 = 4, 
x1 * s1,1 + . . . + X72 * s72.1 >= Rl , 
XI * s1.2 + . . . + X72 * s72,2 ‘= R2 I 
. . . 
Xl * S1.6 + . . . + X72 * S72,fj >= Rg, 
cost = x1 * WI + . . . + X72 * W72r 
enumerate (Xl, . . . , X72) . 
The second solution uses the special CHIP constraint element, described above in Section 
9.2. Recall that element (X, List, E) expresses that the xth element of List is E. In 
this second approach to the problem, the variables Xi, 1 5 i 5 4, denote the configurations 
chosen. Thus, 1 ( Xi 5 72. Let Ti,j, 1 5 i 5 4,1 5 j 5 6, denote the number of shelves j 
in configuration i. Let Costi, 1 5 i 5 4, denote the wastage in configuration Xi. Thus, the 
required shelves are obtained by the constraints Tl,j + . . . + T4,j > Rj where 1 5 j 5 6, 
and the total cost is simply Cost1 + . . . + Cost4. 
In the program below, the constraints XI 5 X2 5 X3 5 X4 serve to eliminate consid- 
eration of symmetrical solutions. The following group of 24 element constraints serve 
to compute the q,j variables in terms of the (given) Si,j values and the (computed) Xi 
values. The next group of 4 element constraints computes the Costi variables in terms of 
the (given) Wi variables. The enumerate procedure has the range (1,2, . . . ,72}. Once 
again, solve is run repeatedly here in the search for the lowest Cost . 
solve(X1, . . . , X4, Cost) :- 
x1 <= x2, x2 <= x3, x3 <= x4, 
element(XI, [S13jr -*- t S72,jl. Tl,j), % (lLj(6) 
element(X2, [Sl,j, . . . t S72,jl , T2,j) , 
element(X3, [SI,j, * - * , S72,jl , T3.j) , 
element(%, [Sl,j. . . . , S72,j], Td,j), 
element(X1, [Wl I . . - W721 , COStl) , 
element(X2, [wt I . . . w721, COSt2) , 
element(X3, [WI, . . . W721, Costj) , 
element(%, [Wi, . . . W72], Costb), 
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Tl,j + T2,j + T3,j + T4.j >= Rj, % (15j56) 
cost = Cost1 + Cost2 + Cost3 + Cost4, 
enumerate(X1, X2, X3, X4). 
The second program has advantages over the first. Apart from a smaller search space (ap- 
proximately lo7 in comparison with 1043), it was able to avoid encountering symmetrical 
solutions. The timings given in [77] showed that the second program ran much faster. This 
comparison exemplifies the above-mentioned fact that the way a problem is modeled can 
greatly affect efficiency. 
13.2. DNA Sequencing 
We consider a simplified version of the problem of restriction site mapping (RSM). Briefly, 
a DNA sequence is a finite string over the letters {A, C, G, T}, and a restriction enzyme 
partitions a DNA sequence into certain fragments. The problem is then to reconstruct the 
original DNA sequence from the fragments and other information obtained through exper- 
iments. In what follows, we consider an abstraction of this problem which deals only with 
the lengths of fragments, instead of the fragments themselves. 
Consider the use of two enzymes. Let the first enzyme partition the DNA sequence 
into Al, ..., AN and the second into B1, . . . , BM. Now, a simultaneous use of the two 
enzymes also produces a partition Dt , . . , DK corresponding to combining the previous 
two partitions. That is, 
Vi3j:Al...Ai=Dl.‘.DjandVi3j: Bl...Bi =D1...Dj, &conversely, 
Vj3i : (01 . . . Dj = A1 . . Ai) V (01 . . . Dj = B1 , . Bi). 
Let ai denote the length of Ai; similarly for bi and di. Let ?ii denote the subsequence 
(al,..‘, ai), 1 i: i 5 N. Similarly define bi and di. The problem at hand now can be 
statedas:giventhemultisetsZI=(a~,~~~,u~),~={b~,~~~,b~),and_~={d~,~~~,d~), 
COnStrUCttheseqUenCesiiN = (ul,...,uiy),bM = (bl,...,bM)anddK = (dt;..,dK). 
Our basic algorithm generates di , d2, . . in order and extends the partitions for a’ and b’ 
using the following invariant property which can be obtained from the problem definition 
above. Either 
l dkisalignedwithui,thatis,dl+...+dk=ui+...+ai,or 
l dk is aligned with bj (but not with ai4t), that is, dl + . . . + dk = bl + . . . + bj. 
In the program below, the main procedure solve takes as input three lists representing 
z1,$, and d in the first three arguments, and outputs in the remaining three arguments. 
Enumeration is done by choosing, at each recursive step of the rsm procedure, one of two 
cases mentioned above. Hence, the two rules for rsm. Note that the three middle arguments 
of rsm maintain the length of the subsequences found so far, and in all calls, either leti = 
1enD < 1enB or 1enB = lenD < 1enA holds; the procedure choose-initial 
chooses the first fragment, and the first call to rsm is made with this invariant holding. 
Finally, the procedure choose deletes some element from the given list and returns the 
41 For simplicity, we assume that we never have all three partitions aligned except at the beginning and at 
the end. 
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resultant list. Note that one more rule for rsm is needed in case the A and B fragments do 
align anywhere except at the extreme ends; we have omitted this possibility for simplicity. 
solve(A, B, D, [AFraglMapAl, [BFraglMapBl, [DFrag(MapDl) :- 
choose_initial(A, B, D, AFrag, BFrag, DFrag, A2, B2, D2). 
rsm(A2, B2, D2, AFrag, BFrag, DFrag, MapA, MapB, MapD) . 
rsm(A, B, D. LenA, LenB, LenD, MapA, MapB, MapD) :- 
empty(A), empty(B). empty(D). 
MapA = [I, MapB = [I, MapD = [I. 
rsm(A, B, D, LenA, LenB, LenD, [AilMapAl, MapB, [DklMapDl) :- 
LenA = LenD, LenA i LenB 
Dk <= LenB - LenA, Ai >= Dk, 
choose(Dk, D, D2). 
choose(Ai, A, A2), 
rsm(A2, B. D2, LenA + Ai, LenB, LenD + Dk, MapA, MapB, MapD). 
rsm(A, B, D, LenA, LenB, LenD, MapA, [Bj(MapBl, [DklMapDl) :- 
LenB = LenD, LenB i LenA 
Dk <= LenA - LenB, Bj >= Dk, 
choose(Dk, D, D2), 
choose(Bj, B, B2), 
rsm(A, B2. D2, LenA, LenB + Bj, LenD + Dk, MapA, MapB, MapD). 
This application of CLP is due to Yap [264, 2651, and it is important to note that the 
above program is a considerable simplification of Yap’s program. A major omission is the 
consideration of errors in the fragment lengths (because these lengths are obtained from 
experimentation). A major point in Yap’s approach is that it gives a robust and uniform 
treatment of the experimental errors inherent in the data as compared with many of the 
approaches in the literature. Furthermore, [265] shows how the simple two enzyme problem 
can be extended to a number of other problem variations. Because a map solution is just a set 
of answer constraints returned by the algorithm, it is easy to combine this with other maps, 
compare maps, verify maps, etc. This kind of flexibility is important as the computational 
problem of just computing a consistent map is intractable, and hence when dealing with any 
substantial amount of data, any algorithm would have to take into account data from many 
varieties of mapping experiments, as well as other information specific to the molecule in 
question. 
13.3. Scheduling 
In this class of problems, we are given a number of tasks, and for each task, a task duration. 
Each task also requires other resources to be performed, and there are constraints on prece- 
dences of task performance and on resource usage. The problem is to schedule the tasks so 
that the resources are most efficiently used (for example, perform the tasks so that all are 
done as soon as possible). 
Consider now a basic job-shop scheduling problem in which is given a number m of 
machines, j sequences of tasks, the task durations, and the machine assigned to each task. 
The precedence constraints are that the tasks in each sequence (called a job) are performed 
in the sequence order. The resource constraints are that each machine performs at most one 
task at any given time. 
In the program below, precedences sets up the precedence constraints for one job, 
and is called with two equally long lists. The first contains the task variables, whose values 
are the start times. The second list contains the durations of the tasks. Thus, precedences 
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is called once for each job. The procedure resources is called repeatedly, once for each 
pair of tasks T1 and T2 which must be performed without overlapping; their durations are 
given by D1 and D2. 
precedences([Tl, TZ 1 Tail], [DI, D2 1 Tai12]) :- 
T1 + D1 <= T2, 
precedences(Tai1, Tail2). 
precedences([], [I). 
resources(T1, Dl, T2, D2) :- Tl + D1 i= T2. 
resources(T1, Dl, T2, D2) :- T2 + D2 i= Tl. 
A simple way to proceed is to fix an ordering of the tasks performed on each machine. This 
corresponds to choosing one of the two resources rules for each pair of tasks assigned 
to the same machine. This forms the basis of the enumerate procedure below. Once an 
ordering of tasks is fixed, it is a simple matter to determine the best start times for each task. 
This can be done in the manner indicated in the solve procedure below. An important 
efficiency point is that by choosing a precedence between two tasks, the new constraints 
created by the use of resources, in conjunction with the precedence constraints, can 
reduce the number of possible choices for the remaining pairs. We assume that the procedure 
def ine_cost defines Cost in such a way that, in conjunction with other constraints, it 
provides a conservative lower bound of the real cost of the schedule determined so far. Its 
precise definition, omitted here, can be obtained in a similar way as in the second program 
of the cutting-stock example above. 
solve(TI, T2, . . . , T,, Cost) :- 
precedences ( . . . ), % oneperjob 
precedences( . . . ), 
define-cost(T1, TX, . . . , TV, cost), 
enumerate(T1, Tz, . . . , Tn), 
generate_Start_timeS (Tl , T2, . . . , T, ) . 
enumerate(T1, TX, . . . , T,) :- 
resources( . . . ) I % one per pair of tasks assigned to same machine 
. . . 
resources( . . . ). 
Finally, this solve procedure can be repeatedly run, within a branch-and-bound framework 
(with a special minimize predicate mechanism as explained above) to obtain the best 
solution over all possible orderings. 
In this presentation of the program, we have chosen to simply list all calls to prece- 
dences in the procedure solve, to focus on the important procedures in the program. 
A real program would use an auxiliary predicate to iterate over the jobs and generate the 
calls to precedences. Similarly, enumerate wouid iterate to generate calls to re- 
sources. Thus, the program would be independent of the number of jobs or the pattern 
in which tasks are assigned to machines. Similar comments apply to other programs in this 
section. 
There are variations and specializations of CLP approaches to this problem. Section 
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5.4.2 of 11071 and section 2 of [78], on which this presentation is based, further discuss 
the problem and how particular features of CHIP can be useful. Another CHIP approach, 
but this time to a specific and practical scheduling problem, is reported in [50]. In [2], the 
focus is on a new feature of CHIP and how it can be used to obtain an optimal solution to 
a particular 10 jobs and 10 machine problem, which remained open until recently. 
Real scheduling problems can involve more kinds of constraints than just those mentioned 
above. For example, one could require that there is at most a certain time elapsed between 
the completion of one task and the commencement of another. See [260] for a more complete 
discussion of the CLP approach to the general scheduling problem. 
13.4. Chemical Hypothetical Reasoning 
This Prolog III application, described in some detail in [139], uses both arithmetic and 
Boolean constraints. The problem at hand is that of elucidating chemical-reaction pathways, 
and we quote [ 1391: given an instantiation of the (two-reagent) reaction schema A + B ^r) 
T + PI + . . . + Pk, determine the pathway, that is, the set of constituent reaction steps, as 
well as other molecules (or species) formed during the reaction. 
The reaction step considered in [ 1391 contains at most two reactant molecules, and at 
most two product molecules, and so can be described in the form RI + R2 -+ PI + 4 where 
RI, R2, PI, 4 are (possibly empty) molecular formulas. The problem then is to determine, 
given an overall reaction, a collection of basic steps or pathway which explain the overall 
reaction. For example, given C7 H9 N + C Hz0 Q Cl7 HlgN2 + H20, the following is a 
pathway which explains the reaction. 
ClHgN f CH20 --+ H20 + CgHgN 
CgHgN + CgHgN - C16H18N2 
Cs HsN + CMHMNZ - Cuff~aNz + CIH~N 
Here, Cs H9N and Cr(jHtsN2 are the previously unidentified species. 
The program imposes constraints to express requirements for a chemical reaction and to 
exclude uninteresting reactions. In addition to the constraints on the number of molecules, 
there are two other constraints on reaction steps: for each chemical element, the number of 
reactant atoms equals the number of product atoms (i.e., the step is chemically balanced), 
and no molecular formula appears in both sides of a step. 




All pathway species must be formable from the two reagents A and B. 
Neither A nor B alone is sufficient to form the target product T. Here, Boolean 
variables are used to express the dependency relation “can be formed from.” For 
each pathway step RI, R2 --+ PI, P2, we state the Boolean constraint at ~a2 ==+ 
a3 A aa where al, a2, ag, a4 are Boolean variables associated with RI, R2, PI, P2, 
respectively. The constraint expresses that both P1 and P2 can be formed if both 
R1 and R2 can be formed. Let I3 denote the Boolean formulas thus constructed 
over all the steps in a pathway. Then, expressing that species R does not, by itself, 
produce species P is tantamount o the satisfiability of the Boolean constraint B A 
-(a~ ==+ up), where aR and ap are the Boolean variables associated with R and P, 
respectively. Since we have two original reagents, we will need two sets of Boolean 
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variables and two sets of dependency constraints to avoid any interference between 
the two conditions. 
l There is a notion of pathway consistency which is defined to be the satisfiability 
of a certain arithmetic formula constructed from the occurrences of species in the 
pathway. Essentially, this formula is a conjunction of formulas nl + n2 = n3 + n4, 
for each pathway step RI + R2 --+ PI + P2, where nl, . . . , nq are the arithmetic 
variables of RI, R2, PI, P2, respectively. 
l Finally, in the ultimate output of the program, no two pathways are identical, nor 
become identical under transformations uch as permuting the reactants or products 
within a step, or switching the reactants and products in a step. 
The program representation of a molecular formula is as a list of numbers, each of which 
specifies the number of atoms of a certain chemical element. We shall assume that there are 
only four chemical elements of interest in our presentation, and hence a molecular formula 
is a 4-tuple. A species is also represented by a 4-tuple (n, a, b, f) where n is an arithmetic 
variable (to be used in the formulation of the arithmetic formula mentioned above), a and b 
are Boolean variables (to be used in expressing the formation dependencies), and f is the 
species formula. A step R1 + R2 + PI + P2 is represented by a 4-tuple (rt , r-2, PI, ~2) 
containing the identifiers of the representations of RI, R2, PI, and P2. 
The listing below is a simplified and translated version of the Prolog III program in 
[139]. In the main procedure solve, the first argument is a list of fixed size, say n, in 
which each element is a species template. The first three templates are given, and these 
represent the two initial reagents RI, R2 and final target Z’. Similarly, Steps is a list of 
fixed size, say m, in which each element is a step template. Thus, n and m are parame- 
ters to the program. The undefined procedure formula-of obtains the species formula 
from a species, that is, it projects onto the last element of the given 4-tuple. Similarly, 
arith-var._of, bool_var-a-of, and bool-var_b-of project onto the first, second, 
and third arguments, respectively. 
The procedure no-duplicates asserts constraints which prevent duplicate species 
and steps, and it also prevents symmetrical solutions; we omit the details. Calls to the 
procedure format ion-dependencies generate the formation dependencies. The pro- 
cedure both-reagent s-needed imposes two constraints, one for each reagent, that, in 
conjunction with the formation dependencies, assert that RI (respectively R2) alone cannot 
produce T. Finally, enumerate-species is self-explanatory. 
solve([RI, R2, T 1 Species], Steps) :- 
no_duplicates( . . . ), 
balanced_step( . . . ) , 8 .for each step in Steps 
pathway-step-consistency( . . . ), 8 foreachstepin Steps 
formation_dependencies( . . . ), % ,fo>eachstepin Steps 
both_reagentsneeded(RI, R2, T), 
enumerate_species( .._ ). 
balanced_step(RI, R2, PI, P2) :- 
formula-of(RI, (CI, HI, NI, 01)), formula_of(~2, (~2, ~2, ~2, oz)), 
formula-of(PI, (C3, H3, N3, 03)). formula_of(~2, (~4, ~4, ~4, 04)), 
CI + c2 = c3 + c4, 
HI + H2 = H3 + H4, 
NI + N2 = N3 + N4, 
01 + 02 = 03 + 04. 
pathway_step_consistency(RI, R2, PI, P2) :- 
arith-var-of(RI. NI) , arith_var_of(RI, N2). 
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arith_var_of(Pl, N3), arith_var_of(Pl, N4), 
NI + N;? = N3 + N4. 
formation_dependencies(Rl, R2, PI, P2) :- 
bool_var_a_of(Rl, Al), bool_var-b-of(R1, Bl) , 
bool_var_a_of(Rl, AZ), bool_var-b-of(R2, B2), 
bool_var_a_of(Pl, Ag), bool_var-b-of(P1, B3). 
bool_var_a_of(P~, Aq), bool_var_b_of(P2, B4), 
AI A A2 ===+ A3 A Aq, 
B1 A B2 ===+ B3 A B4. 
both_reagentsneeded(Rl, R2, T) :- 
bool_var_a_of(R2, Al), bool_var_b_of(Rl, Bl) , 
bool_var_a_of(T, A?), bool_var-b_of(T, B3), 
- (AI ===+ A3), 
- (BI ===+ B3). 
13.5. Propositional Solver 
As mentioned above in the discussion about the Boolean constraint domain, one approach 
to solving Boolean equations is to use clp ( FD) , representing the input formulas in a 
straightforward way using variables constrained to be 0 or 1. See section 3.3.2 of [225] and 
[56] for example. What follows is from [56]. 
Assuming, without losing generality, that the input is a conjunction of equations of the 
form Z = X A Y, Z = X v Y, or X = -Y, the basic algorithm is simply to represent each 
equation 
Z = X A Y by the 3D constraints Z = X x Y 
ZIXIZxY+l-Y 
ZiYIZxX+l-x 
Z=XvY by z=x+y-XXY 
Zx(l-Y)SX(Z 
Zx(l-X)(YFZ 
X=-Y by X=1-Y 
Y=l-x 
The following is a clp ( FD) program fragment which realizes these representations. What 
is not shown is a procedure which takes the input equation and calls the and, or, and 
not procedures appropriately, and an enumeration procedure (over the values 0 and 1) for 
all variables. In this program, u&(X) delays execution of an 32, constraint containing it 
until X is ground, at which time ual(X) denotes the value of X. The meanings of min(X) 
and man(X) are, respectively, the current lower and upper bounds on X maintained by the 
constraint solver, as discussed in Section 9.3. A constraint X in s..t expresses that s and t 
are, respectively, lower and upper bounds for X. 
andtx, Y, 2) :- 
z in min(Xl*min(Y) max(X)*max(Y). 
x in min(7.j . . max(z)*max(Y) + 1 - min(Y). 
Y in min(2) ._ max(Z)*maxo() + 1 - min(X). 
ortx, Y, Z) :- 
Z in min(X) + min(Y) - min(X)*min(Y) . mdx(X) + max(Y) - max(X)*maX(Y). 
X in min(Z)*(l - max(Y)) max(Z). 
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Y in min(Z)*(l - max(X)) _. max(Z) 
not(x, Y) :- 
X in (1 - val(Y)], 
Y in (1 - val(X)}. 
We conclude here by mentioning the authors’ claim that this approach has great efficiency. 
In particular, it is several times faster than each of two Boolean solvers deployed in CHIP 
and some special-purpose stand-alone solvers. 
14. FURTHER APPLICATIONS 
The applications discussed in the previous two sections are but a sample of CLP applications. 
Here, we briefly mention some others to indicate the breadth of problems that have been 
addressed using CLP languages and techniques. 
We have exemplified the use of CLP to model analog circuits above. A considerable 
amount of work has also been done on digital circuits, in particular, on verification [226, 
228, 23 1, 2321, diagnosis [229], synthesis [230], and test-pattern generation [227]. Many 
of these works used the CHIP system. See also [SS] for a description of a large application. 
In civil engineering, [I551 used CLP(R) for the analysis and partial synthesis of truss 
structures. As with electrical circuits, the constraints implement physical modeling and are 
used to verify truss and support components, as well as to generate spatial configurations. 
There is also work in mechanical engineering; [239] used CLP(R) to design gear boxes, 
and [245] combined techniques from qualitative physics and CLP(R) to design mechanical 
systems from behavior specifications. In general, engineering applications such as these use 
CLP to specify a hierarchical composition of complex systems and for rule-based reasoning. 
Another important application area for CLP is finance. We mentioned the OTAS work 
above. Some further work is [ 1191 which also deals with option valuations, and [23,24,37] 
which deal with financial planning. These financial applications have tended to take the 
form of expert systems involving sophisticated mathematical models. 
There have been various proposals for including certainty measures and probabilities in 
logic programs to provide some built-in evidential reasoning that can be useful when writing 
expert systems. Original proposals [222, 831 intended Prolog as the underlying language, 
but it is clear that CLP languages provide for more flexible execution of such expert systems. 
Finally, we mention work on applying CLP languages to: music [251], car sequencing 
[109], aircraft traffic control [57], building visual language parsers [105], a warehous- 
ing problem [25], safety analysis [68], frequency assignment for cellular telephones 1471, 
timetabling [31], floor planning [ 1401, spacecraft attitude control [233], interoperability of 
fiber optic communications equipment [49], interest rate risk management in banking [97], 
failure mode and effect analysis of complex systems 1971, development of digitally con- 
trolled analog systems [ 1971, testing of telecommunication protocols [ 1541, causal graph 
management 12091, factory scheduling [85], etc. The Applause Project [167] has devel- 
oped applications that use the ElipSys system for manufacturing planning, tourist advice, 
molecular biology, and environment monitoring and control. 
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